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students,
faculty,
seek
comfort
in unity
BY RICHARD SAKSHAUG

news editor

While no words can express the tragic
events of Tuesday morning, messages of
peace, faith and unity highlighted the candlelight vigil attended by over 2,000 students
Tuesday night on the commons. Over 60 students shared testimonies, made pleas and
sang to try to help the student community
cope with the day's tragic events.
Students blanketed the ground, hill and
stairs on the commons, dozens of candles
flickering and a handful of flags waving.
The vigil, held at 9 p.m., was not an official
university event, but was initiated by two
students. By word of mouth and a few
posters, junior Rob Rixmann and senior Jeff
Nicholson brought together over 2,000 students, united in concern and hope.
Rixmann spoke first. "1 had no idea that
this would just explode like this ... that we
would see so many people," he said. He
described seeing students with blank faces
walking around campus, seemingly lost.
"We've had no experience with anything like
this ever before," he said. He said he hoped
the event would provide spiritual support by
bringing students together on the commons
set STVDESTS. page 5
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Cooing, two davs later

Students hold candiet In remembrance
at a candlelight vigil
held on the commons
Tuesday night.
Organized by the
efforts of two students, the vigil drew
over 2,000 students
seeking an outlet to
deal with Tuesday's
tragedy.
In addition, religious
organizations and various groups at JMU and
throughout the community held vigils, prayer
services and ceremonies In response to
the morning's events.

— How did JMU react? Students share personal accounts, discuss Rose's decision to
keep school open
NEWS- page 3
— First hand: students from around the
country share witness accounts and personal stories
FOCUS-pageii
— Give blood, give hope: Students, community overwhelm blood donation services In
response to victim's needs.
STYLE- page 13
— Empty fields: JMU officials suspend all
Intercollegiate competition through the weekend, postpone three athletic events
SPORTS-page 15
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• JMU Adult Degree Program meeting, 530 p.m., Paul Street
House, learn how to complete a bachelor's degree through a
customized program ot study, (or more information call x86824 or e-mail adult-degree-program

• Baptist Student Union New testament Creek Bible study, 8
to 8:45 a.m.. Market One, Greek study of John chapter one.
contact Archie 4M-6822

JMU Community Reacts
Student Hit by Car
Nursing Satellite Opens

■ BtptM Student Union large group praise and worship,
530 p.m.. Baptist Student Center on the comer of Cantrell
Avenue and Main Street, contact Archie 434-6822

TO SUBMIT A DUKE
DAY EVENT:
E-mail fames of The Breeze at davtdjl with the Information
(event, date, location, contact info, etc.)

• Faculty Recital: Dr. In Dal Choi performs selections for
baritone voice, 8 p.m., Wilson Hall, for more information
call x8-348l or x8-6863, free

Please submit by Friday for a Monday issue and Tuesday for
a Thursday issue.

OPINION
House Editorial Tragedy Brings
University Together
Student Speaks of Great Tragedy
Letters to the Editor
Attack Can't Faze This Free
Country
Recent Events Seem Unreal to
Student

POLICE LOG
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Noise of Destruction Wakes Up
Nation

KIM MCKENZIE

police reporter

The suspect reportedly is a white male in
his 30s with shaggy blond hair below the
ears. He was reportedly hiding behind the
bushes, wearing a dark baseball hat, a dark
T-shirt, dark plaid shorts and tennis shoes
with white socks.

A JMU student reported Peeping Tom activity outside McGraw-Long hall on Sept. 9 at
9:15 p.m.
The suspect reportedly had blond hair and
was wearing a dark green shirt. The subject
was reportedly observed committing a perverted act.

Possession of Alcohol
• Non-student Justin T. Smith. 18. of
Annapolis, Md, was arrested and charged
with underage possession of alcohol on
Devon Lane Sept 7 at 10:45 p.m.
• Kathnne Trott. 18, of Midlothian, was arrested and charged with possession of alcohol at
the intersection of Port Republic and Hunters
roads Sept 8 at 12:59 a.m.
• Jeflrery N. Briggs, 19, of Arlington, was
arrested and charged with possession of
alcohol Sept 8 at 2:14 a.m.
The subject allegedly was in the process of
removing a Domino's Pizza sign from a vehicle; the subject was also in possession of a
Dairy Queen door mat.
• Non-student Lee W. Glascock 11.18. of
Culpeper, was arrested and charged with
possession ol alcohol Sepl 8 at 11:40 p.m.
• Non-student William C. Powell. 19, of

In other matters, campus police report the following:
Possession of Marijuana
• Non-student James M Lee, 20. ot
Timberville was arrested and charged with
possession ot manjuana and possession ol
alcohol on Sept. 8 at 3:46 a.m.
• Richard B. Myers. Jr.. 22, ot Fort Myer, was
arrested and charged with possession of marijuana on Village Lane Sept. 9 at 3:40 a.m.
The subject was allegedly unnating in public and had a glass pipe and manjuana in his
possession when approached by police.
Peeping Tom
• A JMU student reported Peeping Tom activity on Greek Row Sept 8 at 12:15 p.m.
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CLASSIFIEDS
How to place a classified Come to The Breeze
office weekdays between 8am and 5 p.m
Cost $3 00 for the first 10 words. $2 for each
additional 10 words, boxed classified. $10 per
column inch
Deadlines: noon Friday for Monday issue, noon
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Classifieds must be paid tn advance in The
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In the Aug 30 edition of The Breeze.
senior Tamika Nottingham was misquoted in the story, "New kids on the
hall.* about Rockingham Hall.
Nottingham's words were taken out of
context.
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"It was felt that in these difficult
times, students need to remain

™y

engaged and have a sense of

MERICA MOUR

stability."
LINWOOD ROSE

JMU president
<M btlow

BY LINDSAY MARTI

news editor
In reaction lo the devastating
events that rocked the nation
Tuesday, JMU made several
adjustments to adapt to outcomes of the tragedy.
Officials urged professors to
conduct classes as usual.
The Office of Academic
Affairs transmitted an e-mail to
all faculty members around
noon Tuesday, informing them
of the university-wide resolution to continue classes.
The statement said, "Our
decision to continue normal
class schedules is based on the
belief that it is more desirable
for students to be able to connect with faculty members for
support and discussion."
In a letter to the university
released
Tuesday,
|MU
President Linwood Rose Mid,
"It was felt that in these difficult times, students need to
remain engaged and have a
sense of stability."
Director of Media Relations
Fred Hilton said, "The dftM
room gives [students and faculty) a forum to talk about these
terrible events that have taken
• place and to do so in a rational
sort of way. In effect, each class
is a small community, and it's a
good way to address the serious problem "
JMU was BCtiflg in compliance
with
Gov.
James
Gilmore's request for state
agencies to remain open,
according to Hilton.
To catch up on the day's
news events, the university had
CNN available at the Campus
Center for viewing.
The university asked students to suspend any nonemergency campus phone calls
due to the abnormally high
amount of incoming and outgoing calls.
"Because of the volume of
i calls going out and coming in
; here (|MU), there was I danger
I that our whole system would
't collapse," Hilton said.
Parents wishing to contact
> students were urged to use e!.mail instead of the telephone,
according
to
a
Tuesday press release.
JMU Telecom and the uni
versity collectively cut servn .■ to
Eagle and Chandler halls, with
the exception of emergency
numbers for resident advisors.

according to Hilian.
The dorms' phone service
was reconnected at approximately 5 p.m. Tuesday once the
danger of problems subsided.
JMU cut service to office phones
Tuesday night, which appeared
to solve any further problems,
Hilton said.
The JMU telephone switchboard, which usually shuts
down at 5 p.m. daily was open
until midnight, according to
I lillorv He said this was to
handle numerous incoming
calls for students who needed
to be reached.
Hilton siid there is no evidence for additional phone use
restrictions in the days following.
1 lilton said some were concerned because
the United
States flag in front of Wilson
Hall was not lowered to halt
staff immediately following
news of the plane crashes
"We can't lower the (lag to
half-staff without directive from
the governor," Hilton said. "We
didn't receive that directive
until late yesterday afternoon."
I lilton said the flag was lowered directly upon notification
from Gilmore.
The cancellation or postponement of all athletic events
scheduled for this weekend is
another result of the tragedy
(see JMU, page 15), Hilton said.
Resources for coping
The Counseling and Student
Development Center extended
hours Wednesday and Thursday
this week. Vamer House will be
open 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. today and 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. Friday
CDSC is sponsoring a small
group discussion in Taylor I lall
room 202 today and Friday
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. and 2
p.m. to 4 p.m
To
provide
support
Tuesday, campus ministers
were available in the PC
Ballroom at 3 p.m. A vigil was
held at 5 p.m. in the PC
Ballroom and a candlelight ceremony was held at 9 p.m. on
the commons.
There will be a "time of caring' tor students and faculty
Sunday at 4 p.m. in the
Convocation Center, according
to Hilton.
He said Rose, Student
GovtnUMlM
Association
President David Mills and
Catholic Campus Minister John
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JMU, community react to national tragedy
~

Where were you?
"I was late for a class, and
the teacher announced in the
beginning what was going on,
so I didn't find out until the
end. I finally talked to my
mom this afternoon at 3 p.m.
She was working in the
Capitol building when she felt
the ground shaking. She ran
outside and could clearly see
the Pentagon burning."
— freshman Alisa Quesenberry
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"This moming 1 was leaving the bathroom, and one of
my
residents
mentioned
something about a plane
crash. I was late for class and
kinda blew it off. Then a guy
in my class said 'Did you hear
what happened?' I said, 'Oh
you mean the plane crash?'
and he said, 'No, a plane
crashed into the World Trade
Center' I was completely in
shock. I'm from southern
Connecticut, so most of my
friends' parents all commute
to New York City every day."
— sophomore Jon Draskovic
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Some students In Stone Gate showed support by hanging American flags off their balconies.

Area universities affected

refrain Irom unnecessary use
of telephones, the Internet and
e-mail. Area blood services
held emergency blood drives
starting Tuesday. Classes were
suspended from 10 a.m. to
noon Wednesday.
Virginia Tech, in Blacksburg,
canceled classes Tuesday "out of
respect for the victims and their
families/* accenting to the university's Web site. Offices
remained open and were asked
to focus on supporting students
and those affected by the
national tragedy. The university
held a normal schedule of classes Wednesday.

Nearby universities were
also affected by the attacks.
The University of Virginia, in
Charlottesville, also remained
open Tuesday, and classes mrt
as scheduled. Faculty, staff
and students were asked to

Students react
Senior Beth Via said, "I
v\ ,is very surprised to hear that
JMU had not canceled classes.
I have family that was directly
affected by everything that

Grace will speak. Hymns and
patriotic songs will also be a
part of the event, 1 lilton said
Mills said the event will be
an opportunity for students to
"continue to share in this experience and support each other."
Hilton said the event may be
viewed on closed circuit television at Godwin Hall, .is well
In response to American Red
Cross pleas for nationwide
blood donors, emergency blood
drives were organized and will
take place on Sept. 14,15,19 and
21 (see Giving, page 13).

happened, and by no means
would I have been in class
instead of contacting my family to make sure everyone was
OK. I think we have the right
lo be able to take that time to
make sure our family and
friends are safe."
Via said it is understandable
that some students might have
found class time valuable to
help them discuss and deal
with the situation.
Senior Beth Woods said, "I
thought they should have canceled classes. Lots of people
here at JMU have family members who work in New York
City and D.C. For the rest of us,
we just wanted to watch what
was happening on TV.
"If they wanted to discuss
the event, they could have
opened sites up on campus to
view and talk about it,"

"I was in ISAT from 8 a.m.
to noon. About 9:30, someone
first mentioned what had happened. We all went into a big
auditorium where they were
showing CNN. When you
walked in, all you saw was a
huge plane turning right into
the World Trade Center. When
I first saw it, 1 just thought how
bizarre it was."
— freshman Mike Slattery
"I had just gotten to UREC
when the first plane hit. I got
on the elliptical trainer and
looked up at the TVs, and
there was the World Trade
Center on every station. At
first it just looked like it was
on fire, then we read and listened on to find out about the
plane crash. We were still
watching when the second
plane hit. Then I knew it wasn't an accident. All of us working out were just in shock."
— junior jess Dorfman
"Even though (one of my
housemates) told me as soon
as I walked in from class this
moming, it took me a while to
actually get it because I really
didn't ever think that an
attack of this caliber was actually possible."
— sophomore Cheryl Bishop
"I was in .lass, and my professor told us the World Trade
Center had just been attacked,
but he didn't know many
details. People in class started
looking up information online
from their cell phones and
when my professor realized
the severity of the situation, he
let us all go .. 1 called home
right away to make sure everyone was okay and have been
Watt hing CNN ever since."
— junior Courtney Sullivan

Out of respect for the losses
suffered by many American
families due to the tragic
events of the day, we have
made the decision to close.
Valley Mall.
At this time, we plan to resume
normjl operating hours
Tomorrow (9/12/01). Thank vo*
PHOTO COt KM SVOt MADELINE BROOKS
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— compiled by contributing
writer Kyra Papafil

Signs posted on the doors of The Valley Mall Tuesday expressed concern for the nation, while area residents quickly snatched up newspapers Wednesday.

Student struck by car
crossing South Main
BY JAMES DAVID

assistant ntws editor
A female |MU student was
struck by a vehicle while
crossing near the intersection
of South Main and Harrison
streets at about 2:50 p.m

Wednesday
Sophomore Ryan Wilson
was reportedly making I lelt
turn onto South Main Street,
from Harrison Strati when he
reportedly hit senior Sarah
BHndtuax according to Dee Dee
Sencindiver,
I larrisonburg
Polka Department communications supervisor
Blindauer was reportedly
attempting KJ .ross from the
cast side to the west side ot
Main Street when she was
reportedly struck, according

to Sencindiver.
Sophomore
Patrick
Brockington said. It seemed
like she..ime out ol nowhere."
Brockington was a passenger in
the vehicle with Wilson.
"When we were crossing
the train lra< ks, she rolled up
on the hood and fell back off
the hood," Brockington said.
In
the
minutes
after,
Brockington was unsure of legal
issues, onnected to the incident
"I don't know if it is our fault
because she is a pedestrian, or if
it is her fault for not being in a
crosswalk."
After the incident, an .linlm
lance was called \>\ senior Hollv
Andrioli who was in a near hv
building After calling, Andnoh
uat. had Irom the sidewalk.

"She was sitting up before,"
Andrioli said.
Around 3 p.m., the victim
was lying on the ground v\ ith ■
neck brace as seven I Mis

■Handed lo her before plating

her in the ambulance.
The IIPD investigated the
situation, and JMU police
assisted, according to Alan
MacNutt, director ot public
safety.
The victim was transported
to
Kockingham
Memorial
Hospital,
according
to

Sendndrvei
BHndauer was treated and
released from KMH on the
same day. according to a hoepi
tal official
Charges are still pending In
the . ,ise Sencindiver said.

Hi )HI KI NATtyfcM) ntuor
EMTs rushed to the scene after a JMU student was hit by a car Wednesday. The student was
transported to Rocklngham Memorial Hospital, treated and released.
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p SGA elections take a back
seat to national tragedy
Voting still goes on despite students concern over events
BY JOHN LEONARD

SGA reporter
Beyond campaign promises
and platforms, another factor
influenced Tuesday's Student
Government Association elections for Freshman Class
Council and Student Senate.
News of terrorist attacks
on the World Trade Center
and the Pentagon broke just
as the polls opened.
"It was a difficult morn
Ulg to sit in [Zane| Showker
lobby," said senior Chris
Fortier. Student Government
Association treasurer.
"It's hard for people to
come out because they have a
mother, a father, a sister or
somebody [who is a direct victim of the attacks)," he said.
"That takes higher priority."
While campaigning, Nick
Winkler, freshman vice presidential candidate, said. "It's
been hard to campaign. You
don't want to promote yourself.
A lot of people are upset There's
a haze over everybody. It's put a
damper on everything."
Students had numerous reasons for not voting.
Senior Amanda Monaghan
said. "I have been busy with
classes, and then the tragic
events on Tuesday occurred,
and I just completely forgot
KAREN Kl PtLiAWstatJ rhofoumptur
about the election."
Freshman Jennifer Lachman discusses issues she would like to work on as freshman class counFreshman Amy Ground,
cil vice president. Candidates continued campaigning at election sites despite the day's events. reflecting on why students did-
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ii... then the tragic
events on Tuesday
occurred and I
completely forgot
about the election.
— Amanda Monaghan
Senior
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stressed the importance of voting for the SGA leadership that
will represent students on many
important issues.
"You always wish for
more turnout because then
the SGA is more representative," Walther-Thomas said.
In spite of Tuesday morning's events, some students
still voted.
"Our total voter numbers
were about °00 students from
the commons, Zane Showker,
UREC and ISAT," WaltherThomas said.
"It is important to note
that a large portion of the
senate was elected through
residence halls, and we do

Freshman Class
Council Results
I President
Nicholas Klein
I Vice President
1
Jennifer Lachman
| Treasurer
'KJMcCarty
Secretary
Nathalie Garcia

JMU's Fourth Annual International Week
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not have the number of students that participated in
those electioni [aa of press
time)." Walther-Thomas said.
"We decided against postpostponing the election ... As
OM "I the major organizations
to support and represent students, we felt it was necessary
to elect the student senators as
soon as possible to that we
may be better able to support
JMU students during this
time," Walter-Thomas said.
"The election is tin.il "
As of press time, the results of
On-campus, Off-campus and
Greek Kow SmsftOM MMM not
available. For more information,
refer to the SGA web site at

n't vote, said, "There's more
important stuff than voting."
During
election
J.iv,
I.yndsey
Walther-Thom.is
minor elections chairwoman,
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International
Extravaganza!
Come see performances by various cultural groups
while enjoying a catered Indian buffet!

Friday
September 28
PC Ballroom
6 p.m.
We apologize for
any delays and
appreciate your
patience at the
beginning of the
school year.

N

Food catered by Aramark and I Iarrisonburg's
Bombay Bistro and Tavern. Live international
music, dances, and more!!

Limited seating! Purchase your tickets early!
(This event was sold out in advance last year!!)
$10, $5 TOR JMU STUDENTS

888.201.8420
local 437.4200

Telephone Service. Cable TV
Network/Internet (Ethernet)

Ticket! can be purchased at the
CMISS office, Warren 245, or at
any major International Week
event!

Phone: 568-6636
jM|", 4lh
Email: multicultuial@jmu.edu
Web: www jmu edu/international/iweek2001
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Students express fear of war,
come together in peaceful vigil
STVDENTS.frompagrl
.il the center ofJMU.
Rixmann urged students not to
point fingers, but rather to express
peace. "We're just here to try to
make some attempt to begin to deal
with what happened today," he said.
Nicholson said, "This is one of
the most beautiful things I've ever
seen coming on the heels of one of
the saddest things I've ever seen."
Several students expressed fear
that the attack would lead to war.
One student said he feared the
attacks on the World Trade Center
and the Pentagon would start •
"cycle of violence."
Other students said their peers
should remember that, were the
nation to go to war, it would be
members of their generation that
would be required to fight.
Instead of war, students pleaded
for peace and tolerance of differing
values and beliefs.
One speaker said if students let
hate consume them, then the terrorists win. but if they let love consume
them, then America wins.
Many speakers suggested that
faith could help their fellow students cope with hard times. Some
spoke of religious faith, reading
from the Bible, reciting the Lord's
Prayer or singing "Oseh Shalom."
Others suggested students have
taith in the country or family.
One student spoke while holding
a small flag. I le made reference to
the flag burning that occurred on

campus in January. "The flag could
not be burned," he said. "The flag
survived, just as it would after the
day's attacks," he said.
Many speakers praised the students for showing unity in the time
of tragedy

-uEvery thing happens for a
reason. This brought us
all together as one.
— Crystal Munson
freshman

-99 —
"Today we witnessed a tragedy
of unspeakably hellish proportions," freshman Jonathan Kelly
said. The unity shown at the vigil
was an excellent representation of
his generation, he said.
Student Government Association
President David Mills said the
event proved that JMU could come
together as one. "We're all part of
something bigger," he said.
Freshman Halleluya Samuel, an
international student from Eritrea, a
country in Africa, said such a gathering would never happen in her
country, where similar attacks
occur often.
Together, the gathered students

sang songs like "The Star Spangled
Banner," "Amazing Grace" and
"This Little Light of Mine."
"Everything happens for a reason," freshman Crystal Munson
said. "This brought us all together
as one."
Several speakers said the day's
events made them realize how
their everyday problems pale in
comparison to the problems others
faced. Many said the events made
them feel fortunate for what they
have in light of the losses so many
others faced.
One student said when he was
four years old, his father told him
that boys don't cry. He said Tuesday,
at age 26, was the first time he had
cried since his father told him that
Blue papers intitled "How to
help your friends and yourself deal
with tragedy," prepared by the
Counseling
and
Student
Development Center, circulated
during the event Campus and community resources for coping were
listed on the back.
"The reason why my roommates
and I came here is we wanted to
show our support and share our
prayers with the families of the victims," junior Jennie Mann said.
Freshman Christine Yip said she
attended because her parents often
visit the Pentagon for work. "I have
a friend whose dad's office is completely gone," Yip said. "It makes
me sick that this could actually happen. My prayers are with the people
that need [them]."
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POLICE LOG, from page 2
Virginia Beach, was arrested and
charged with possession of alcohol on
Devon Lane Sept. 9 at 12:44 am
• Patrick F. Morrogh, 18, of Burke,
was arrested and charged with possession of alcohol on Bradley I Wve Sept.
9atlZ45a.m.
• Jon J. Noeth, 18, of Alexandria, was
arrested and charged with possession
of alcohol in Potomac Hall Sept 9 at
3:07 a.m.
Judicial
• A JMU student was judicially
referred for possession of alcohol Sept.
8 at 4:24 p.m.
Grand Larceny
• A JMU student reported a black
nylon case with approximately 50 CDs
missing from Wayland Hall at 4:29
p.m. Sept. 9.
Petty Larceny
• AJMU student reported a red Sony
Discman missing from the Delta Delta
Delta house on Greek Row Sept. 7 at
4:31 p.m.
• A JMU student reported a wallet
missing from their room in Hoffman
Hall Sept 7 at 4:55 p.m.
The wallet was reportedly a blue
JMU wallet with a key chain.
• Two JMU students reported the
front license tags missing from vehicles in C9-lot Sept. 9 at 12:30 a.m.
• Three JMU students reported
license tags missing from vehicles in
the area ofChandler Hall Sept «sometime between midnight and 10:45 a.m.
• A JMU student reported a rear
license tag removed from a vehicle in
C8-lot The incident reportedly took
place between Friday at 1201 a.m. and
Saturday at midnight.

• A JMU student reported a JAC card,
room key and JMU ID holder key
chain stolen. The event allegedly took
piace Sept 10 sometime between 4
and 5 p.m.
• AJMU student reported a JAC card
mivsing in Wampler Hall Sept 10 at
11:09 p.m
•
Underage Consumption
• A JMU student was judicially
referred for underage consumption of
alcohol on Port Republic Road Sept. 8
at 1259 a.m.
• A JMU student was judicially
referred for consumption of alcohol on
Bradley Road Sept. 9 at 1245 a.m.
Harassment
• A JML' student reported receiving
harassing phone call* in Rockingham
f (.ill I he events reportedly occurred
between 3 a.m. Sept. 5 and 3:20 a.m.
Sept 9.
The incident is currently under
investigation.
False Identification
• A |MU student was judicially
referred for possession of a falsified
JAC card Sept. S at 2:14 a.m.
The student was allegedly stopped
for suspicion of alcohol.
Number of drunk in public charges
since Aug. 25:21

STAFF WRITER WORKSHOP

Sept. 25, 4:00 p.m. in The Breeze office
• This workshop is a requirement to
become a Breeze staff writer
Please call Julie or Mandy at x8-6127,
if you cannot attend.

■
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Legends Sports
Your Passport to Savings!

pour some

[gasoline]
that f*lre in your belly.

Every student gets
10% off every item
all the time with JAC card!*

on

With Army NOTC. you'll get lo fuel your desire to be the
best. In the process, you'll learn how to think on your (net.
stay cool under pressure, really take charge. Register for
an Army ROTC course today. It's time to stoke that fire.

<?g«

Located in Valley Mall

ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course you con take.
See what we have for you!
Contact MAJ Love at 568-3633

Thank You,
JMU Housekeeping!
We appreciate your year
round dedication to making
our campus a special place
to live and work!
National Housekeeping Week
September 10-15th.

V.

*Does not include sale merchandise. "Exclusions apply

J
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NEWS

A composer Hello ISAT nurses' satellite
remembered
BY KRISTEN BERTRAM

contributing writer

Next time your nose is run-

ning,

BY ALISON PAROO

contributing writer

In honor of the 100-year
amlvaaary of the death of a

"We are exploring with the

"He had to make an extra

headache or you just aren't

effort every time he wrote for
Paris.'' Hamlet-Metz said

feeling quite right, students
now have the option of going

health center how nursing
students can be involved and
create an added value to the

to
the
University
Health
Center Nurses' Satellite locat-

new location," said Merle
Mast, interim nursing depart

ed in the Health and Human

ment head.
According to Mast, one ot

uniqueness

came

famous Italian composer, a [MU

from his Italian spirit — he

professor gave a special lecture
Wednesday.
Mario Hamlet

Inmrormad his autttr Italian
operas into a French setting,

Met/, professor of French, pre-

Hamlet-Metz said.
"This was the inaugural for

sented "Verdi and the Paris
Opera" in Hillcrest House as
part of the Honors Program's
Brown Bag lecture Senes.
Opera composer Giuseppe
Verdi began his work in the late1830s in Italy, according to
Hamlet-Metz. However, it was
not until
his third opera,
Nabucco, that he gained national lame.
The chorus of (Nabucco)
was treated like a national
anthem for Italians," Hamlet-

Paris, at the time, was the
world capital for performing
arts, Ham let-Metz said. Verdi
knew that to follow in the footsteps of his great predecessors,
he had to compose for the opera
houses in France, he said.
"Operas were performed
night after night in Paris ... it
was a theater-hungry society,"
1 lamlet-Metz said.
Verdi's main challenge was
conforming to
French opera,

the rules of
Hamlet-Metz

said. Each opera had five acts
with a ballet in the middle of the
third act.

shake

Services Building.
No longer do students on
the ISAT side of campus need

the nursing department's smaller lab rooms has been dedicated
as the clinic with a waiting area

the semester of our 'Brown
Bag' weekly lectures," said

to make the hike to main
campus when they are feel-

Joanne Cabbin, director of the

ing

All

"It is a lot more convenient

Honors Program. "The series
began in 1990. It is a way for

they need to do is head to
room 2007.

for students with classes in
ISAT," sophomore Catherine

Honors students
to come
together and have lunch in an

"We saw a need to provide
more accessible health care ser-

Cooney said. "Especially when
you are so sick that you can't

vice to this side of campus,"

even make it across campus —
this will be very beneficial."

informal setting."

Upcoming Brown
Bag lectures

Metz said. "Even now we act to
it emotionally. It was known as
the 'Song of Freedom.'"

can'l

health center.

that

Verdi's

you

allows nursing students to form
this new partnership with the

I Sept. 19: "The Madison
Center" by Phil Differ,
1
director, James Madison
Center
| Sept 26: "God,
Ancestors and Forest
' Spirits: An African
System of Thought" by
Joseph Opala, history
professor
■ Oct. 3: "Body and Soul:
American Poetry and the
American Aesthetic" by
Karen Evans, program
coodinator, Academic
Advising
All lecture* are at 12:20 p.m.
at Hillcrest House

under the weather.

said Linda Smith,
director of the UHC

associate

Already students have been
utilizing the new facility, which

in the hallway outside.

Junior Julia Dick said, "I
am definitely going to stop by.
The more places to get free con-

opened Sept. 3, to help deal
with allergy symptoms and to

doms the better."
While many students UN

answer basic health questions.
"It serves a big purpose just for

happy to see the new addition, others have their reser-

Muii.nts to be able to stop by
nurse,"

vations. "I don't think it is |
necessity,"
junior
Melissa

For students with more
severe conditions, the satellite

dents will continue to use the
health center."

location
will
schedule
appointments to see a doctor

This is not the first time the
health center has tried to meet

or nurse .practitioner at the
health center. As the semester

the needs of students on the east
side of campus.

and consult with a
Smith said.

continues, the new

Mason said. "I feel most stu

K< )N A OA1 -LAfiHhRA mmhunng phtnoxrupher
Nurse Julie Laffey sits In the office of the new nurses' satellite, located In the Health and Human Services Building.

location

In the past, they have placed

hopes to assist the health center in administering flu shots

satellite locations in Chesapeake
and Potomac halls.

to 4 p.m. At this time they .ire
weekends, but

Monday through Friday, 8
a.m. to 8 p.m. and 10 a.m. to 6

to students, faculty and staff.
Smith said.

According to Smith, these
facilities wen? not well utilized

Smith said they are still in the
pilot phase, and depending on

p.m. weekends.
Since the begining of the

The staff consists of nurses

due to their location in locked
residence halls.

utilization and student need
there is always the option of

has been serving between 135

from the health center as well as
senior nursing
students. A
senior level practicum course

j^^We Can Fix It!
CYC^W(£iS
774 E. Marled Si
Harrisonhurg. VA 22KOI

(540)432-0280

The satellite office is open

not open

on

expanding their oarvtGM

Monday through Friday, noon

The health center operates

school year, the health center
and lfv9 people daily, according
to nurse Julie Laffey.

Always

;

|«NEW
f
To Discover!

We can repair ALL brands of bikes
Come in & check out our Fall Specials
Close to campus - down the hill from Papa John's

^rMfiMS. &?

CATR1NA
FASHIONS

invite you to join them on September 16,2001 at
12 noon at The Clarion Hotel-Roanoke Airport for the
3rd Annual
An American Bridal Showcase
"An Affair To Remember"
This unique, one-of-a-kind bridal fair will
feature numerous giveaways, including the
"Wedding Day Delight." It will include:
Tuxedos
Bridal Makeover
Bridal Gown
Wedding Day Limo
Bridal Bouquet
Wedding Portrait
and much, much more!

BJORK
VtSHrtlM
$ 13.99 Cl
Biort returns wMlh hat long awwttd sob
album Vespertne. an adult afcum. full of
cMdMa jo*, spertang with fragile sounds lo
harp, clavxhwd and music box There ate
tonga that seem intensely pnvale. We
■voids of tove, lentuslrtY and confession

MERCURY REV
Ml It I Dream
$13.99 CD

Come and enjoy the afternoon at Roanoke's most elegant and intimate
bridal show and create your own '"Affair to 'Remember."

Not so much a band as a long, strange
trip, the chaotic event pop pranksters
Mercury Rev are back with a new
protect Med 'AH Is A Dream '

BEN FOLDS FIVE
Rockln'the Suburbs
$13.99 CD
Rockai was recorded n an oh) church
wen producer Ban Crowe (Fuel feert at the
cor*oH and Folds on enyttang he could get
res hands on Wntjng al die tongs and playing nearly ■■ *e «t»uments. Rockei the
Suburbs a 100% classic Ben Folds

NUUWEIL
Now
$13.99 CD
taring Stone -' Continues to mine past
goal. >nterjreting rock and |Sfl element!.
and work! Maawel's beautifully nipple
vocals around oW-schootatyies "

For more information contact
After Hours by Mitchell's Formal Wear at 366-1889.

THE DERJUURS
Mere Cime the Dernier*
$13.99 CD
" troo bonus 7" vmyl wf purchase,
while supplies last 'Had Buck Owens
borrowed si much 'rom the Baatles as
they drd from rum, he'd have wound up
sounding ■ lot like Aulin. Tem'
Daraiiers" USATodey

JWVENILE
Prelect English
$13.99 Cl
"We feel juvenile beteute hes got every
llwig the democratic monarchy of hip-hop
tradrhonety demands from its elected
kings ongmakty. rhythm, uwy. mtelect.
candid etsight, and a reel rtimecy wrth
trouble' • Vibe

510 E. Market Street
Harrisonburg

564-1925
Tues. ■ Wed. • Thur.
9-7
Fri. 9-5
Sat. 9-3

/VEDA

fiUjfjOT

• Facials
• Aroma Therapy Treatment
•Full Body Massage
• Manicures & Pedicures
•Silk Nails
•Facial & Body Waxing
•Spa Glows & Sea Algae Wraps
• Make Up

Qi$t Ge^UfficcUeA /JucUicJUe-

aFRONMN
Goorl times
$13.99 ca
Afroman. I** fust hip iiop flavored novelty
act ofthe list century The seH-procleened
hungry huintrS unobsthed take on
Amoncen rap horn a bleaplorlation pant of
view iti guaranteed to amuse some ksten
ere end oftene" many, many more

BOB 0VLAN
love and then

MARY I BUCE
No More Drama

$13.99 CD

$13.99 CD

Lot Angeles Times (Jury IK. MOD 'Med with an
energy and imegmaeon ol its own - almost as rf
he wanted to revisit some of the clastic pop. lot
and rock musical tortures he heard on the rada
as a youngster n Mawesota filed w*h hit
ttademart level of du/tng lyric bophitticabon'

'Put simply she is one of the most significant RoB artists of our time -Spin

OTHER TITLES ON SALE NOW INCLUDE:
ButthoU Surfers, Joy Division, Puddle) of Mudd, Slipknot, Foxy Brown,
Basement Jams, Dido, Oh Brother Where Art Thou, Down From the Mountain,
Faithless, Jimmy Eat World, Linhin Park. Drowning Pool and more...

Plan 9y what a record
store should be!

pec* up .our fre* easy e
9a M......K,. .1 «* Steei |
IfkMetMfea

434-9999
KROGER SHOPPING CTR
1790-96 E. Market St.

BE LAZY! SHOP ONLINE AT WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM
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"For the first time in many
of our lives, we feel fear.
AMKKI('\

TIM EMMKT

\KlliRNP

junior
see story, page 8

All together one in support
ZAK SALIH
BETWEEN THE LINES

Student speaks of
'great tragedy'

ft^ft

ll

wasn't

watching

(he

plumes of smoke vomiting
from the World Trade Center
th.it destroyed me. It wasn't
watching the second plane

EDITORIAL

Tragedy brings university together
"Slop
the
presses."
Here at The Breeze, we didn't actually say that, but in
a sense, we did. We sat in
shock on Tuesday like
everyone,

eves

£lued

to

struggling

l.inwood

with

Rose .isked

else? How could we write

Between

about anything else? How
could we be expected to

tied-up phone lines and
trying to keep from imag-

professors

treat the day as any other?
Never before nas our
generation experienced an

In efforts to sustain
control, JMU opted
to

ished numbers.
In
addressing

hold

that

ues today, kamikaze Japanese
zeros replaced with our own

smoothly you actually thought
it would pass right through it

commercial
airliners.
The
facts, the images, the sounds

until the explosion bloomed
orange-red in the morning air.

— these are all ingrained in

It wasn't even watching some-

our minds, emblazoned on
every television channel. The

one leap to their death, fluttering like a leaf to the ground.

human stories, the stories of
college students pacing the

that made mc double over in

halls on their cell phones, the

shock and grief. No. what did
it for me was listening to my

stories of lifeless men and
women hopelessly wandering

father cry over the phone 100

the

miles away.

relieved faces and dried tears
as contact with loved ones is

many

We took into consideration the stories we had
planned for this issue and

talk

about

anything

population
of
students
with ties to the Northern

waking up and
the news,
that

in.ii kenns

presentation

was suddenly the furthest
thing from one's mind.

Virginia/D.C. area
Our
proximity
to
Northeast,

we

didn't

want

day off to sleep and piddle
the day away, nut rather to
sit glued to tlii' telex ision

Julie Sproe«««r

Managing editor

\in.iTnl.t Clpp

-Ws Mintafr
News editor

Letters express need
to close university
Tuesday

Christine Anderson

To the Editor:

Af$k MSN Ci/lMr

James David

Tuesday

Oyimon editor

lerrence N'imlin

national travesty. It concerns

Style editor

Jennifer Surface

me

Focw otter

Danielle I'ottiln

Msl -fv'<yf<>»u> editor

M (.jrdner

Sports editor

hav is I linnenpeel

; . 'i

editoi

The events that unfolded
morning

Drew Wilton

unabashedly upon finding out
our flight home was delayed

And though comfort
was
impossible
on

that the bad guvs never won,
that g«H>d triumphed over evil,

for two days.
My father
remained a stoic ebony soldier

rtiesday, many
found
solace

that fathers ne\er cried but

And

were always brave
Vt lite is not ,i storybook;

returned

students
in
the

there

isn't

always

,i

now

the
my

cycle

father

has

crying

through the telephone line and

rising

StY TRAGEDY,

IWJJ*

$

a

family member or close
friend, I know that I would

trying time. JMU could have
easily closed the university as

feel great resentment toward

other colleges in the area did

Mad, God forbid, one of
our own been laying in a rub-

JMU

for its uncaring atti-

but chose not to. This made a

ble of debris, fighting for their

tude. A simple opinion letter

trying timt) even harder for
some
students
and
put

life, would we say "the show

does not honor anyone.
Action is Ihe only way our

insensitivity shown Tuesday.

must goon"?

undue stress on them. Rose

Catherine White

should have a heart during

Office of the Registrar

fames

school could possibly pay
homage to these people.

Madison University feels as

If cancelling classes was

students to mourn the loss of

though its academic schedule
is more important than show-

not on JMU's agenda, maybe

our fellow Americans.
Josh Pearson

to

know

that

New York and Washington.

lowering the flags on the
Quad could have been. I was
shocked ii' walk acroaa campus Tuesday and see Ihe flags

times like these and allow

senior, psychology

JMU reaction fills
student with pride

Jejnine GsfcWfU
lennifer Sikurski

D.C. Many schools and institutions closed for the day as a

KhaUl Cirriutt

sign of respect and

honor

I'holo ,ditor

Iv embarrassed by the com-

Robert Nail

toward those who died from

PHOto editor

jane Mcthujh

the terrorist attack. I cannot

appropriate to continue with

the student body reacts to
atrocities such as the ones

Art Uire,tor

\1i-.;h.m Murpfiv

aaaeea

that

Cra/ifrii* I ditof

Kelly Archibald

fathom why JMU would not
do the same.

placent attitude axprasaed b\
our school I hope that in Ihe
future |MU will show at

Atfptten

■ lip De I in'.i

least some concern towards
the fact
that sometimes

e\ rnts.>f Tuesday.
I waa not al work due to

New
York
City
and
Washington, D.C I was pleas-

I.'I»I//.T;'(

OfffW

I am not trying to make
.in excuse to get out of going

I III.HI.

Aeca ilir .'1'iiin-n |4 the

1

I'-II'

l .<! I.mil

Julie Bpncn r

i.liti.ri.ii Board)
Amanda I'app
Ml". Mil- I .III. <

H

i whole, nd
Bnutt

not

I men niche edKM should ht nu nan than WO words, columni JWHIU he
' note than lixv wank) md Kiih will be puNuhed<
iv ..I.Mr
'T• Thu
-i be I" Itvtfcd hi TIW Bran* by noun fueed ryor5p.ni Friday
nWBrecv rcterva die right totdH fcn cfonnj md space
ri- in flu- flection do m* necemnli reflcci ihe iipmionut the
newspaper) tin- a. ST, .>r I ami M idmai' iniverun

Rose
during

thought
the

it

tragic

occurred

Tuesday

in

antly surprised

has shown little, if any, concern for the lives of the inno-

senior, health sciences

Virginia.
Blue
Kidge
Community College, Lord
Fairfax Community College

all members of our community and the larger community

To the Editor

and National Business School,

Shame on i Inwood ROM,
the president of JMU, for
not .losing our university

among others, all hild
decency to halt classes.

night in response to this
national tragedy. When I am

their families

and

JMU Web site saying, "I fully
realize that this tragedy cm
have a direct affect on many

IrrrilH. NKHIIII
Opinion Bdkot

I InWOOd

I am filled with pride for

my child's doctor appointment .it the University of

friends came in l.inwood
Rose's letter posted on the
H

our school when I see how

Hunter Bell

people,

ncio'ifily IM■ ptn unnfmy Individual a ifl

To the Editor

I wat appalled, angered
and
hurt
that
President

there is a world outside of
I tarrisonburg.

cent people who died. The
only hint of honor for these

EDITORIAL POLICY

To the Editor

I just feel as

though

— /illHl-S Afilf/fsoH

still flying high. I am extreme

the administration

to my classes

Tin opt

M'hes AM the ihildhood sto
ni's we heard and read told us

.htor

Man \d kotvils

Bfear

are

ing respect to the lives lost m

h> the press stone, chequendss it is withsbuses, the u\>rl,l is
indebted for all the muntphs which have been gained by
nsson and humanity over error and oppression

I

Three years ago, during a
trip
to
Sudan,
I
cried

ing is warranted

Copy editor
Attt

1

tact that humanity is like the

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Kichjrd Sakihaug
I iiuK.n Mnh

I

progress cannot shrug off the

goal (ear It's not supposed to
work out this way, we tell our-

answers either.

Ntn etlito'

\

moment of glory. Two thousand
wars
,.f
forward

poignant as crying when cry-

from

President

I

imagined

and landmarks they destroyed*
they had succeeded in their

shared
understanding
that no one else has any

JMU

the Pentagon,

have

and horror, able to perform
acts .is shattering .is terrorism
and
as
beautiful
and

trying to soak up as much
information as they could.
While the press release

The Breeze
Editor

the

Towers and

ever

mc over the phone, .mil in that

Students

Upon
hearing

passion more potent than we

moment I knew that the supposed terrorists had won. that
regardless of how many lives

it obvious tliat this attempt
at normalcy had failed.
Like everywhere across

Kennedy was shot, we will

the most important news
on Monday seemed trivial

ple who love there are also
those who hate, some with a

ancient god Janus, doublets ed. capable of both beaut)

always

we were Sept. II and why
we were in class.

sibly

and some remained in MS
sion, but given the large

conscience collapsed along
with the World Trade I entei

I heard him ay so hard that
he couldn't even sa\ hello to

dents to attempt to seek
some COmforl in the company ot each other

where

cry, the man you assumed
always knew how to control

the

Looking around at

shocked at JMU's decision.
This was no snow dav.

remember

imagine would

tearful
eyes
and
the
shocked expressions made

held at JMU, allowing stu-

pushed them aside, realizing things that seemed like

by Tuesday morning.
I low could anyone pos-

the country.

were

always remember where
they HITI' the da\ |ohn F.

African-American

never

heard my father cry for the
hist rime m im lite.

the country, candlelight
vigils, prayer services .mil
moments ol silence were

And as our parents will

humanity, that for those peo-

you'd

in the

of reaching to the highest
heights only to be brought
crashing to OUT knees .it the

the

and
the

people

muscular

11

11, as the collective American

claSSj others closed early

light about a tragedy that

United Stales ot America.
It's the great tragedy of

with the steel frame of a
national landmark, a symbol

our history books. While
this isn't a war yet, and

affected so
so deeply.

Saudi Arabia and eventually.
the United States. He's the tall,

Was lik>' tO feel ■> s,ilt\ tear roll
down his cheek And on Sept.

who held

Many schools canceled

this certainly is .i crisis
the callbef of which we
contemplate and fear.

occurred on Sept.

class noted severely dimin-

War II are simply pages in

words we could possibly
print in efforts to shed Ml)

underlying salvation of what

tion of an Impoverished life to

anyway.

and a\ oul panic."

perhaps won't become one,

escaped from the condemna-

ining the worst, normality

tragedy, Rose also urged
everyone to "remain calm

Then, we had to sit
down and figure out what

in all their glory. Humanity is
the underlying cause and the

was impossible.

keep classes open — a difficult decision for colleges

spired two days ago.

the television cannot display

said he walked six miles everyday to school, a man who

until the first plane collided

and universities across

always feel the devastation
of the events that tran-

made — these are the stories

from Cire.it Britain, a man who

aliened never knew what it

dents wen in elementary
school. Vietnam and World

stu-

of

usual, many canceled class

we don't

Gulf War, most JMU

stories

could

event with such massive
implications. During the

who will

the

his emotions, the man you

the television.
We thought of our loved
ones, our friends and those
know

streets,

as

Those

class

than half a century ago contin-

gillie into the South Tower, so

i his w.is ,i nun rated In
Sudan before its independence

HOUSE

action; a climax, a denouement. History revolves in
cycles; what happened more

of our students who are from
the Washington, D.C, and

on Tuesday, A large population of JMU students are
from

Northern

Virginia/

Washington,
D.C,
Vork and Nev\ |erse\

New
I hese

It is a sheer lack of reaped
for those suffering that we
would conduct business ,is
usual. Can we not stop all
activity in a moment like this
to allow

people to grieve,

who were looking for infor-

praj and go home to hug
their family members?
As ,ui employee of this uni-

the memories of the thou-

mation

ones

versiu .md a mother of a U.S.

sands of Americans who are
no longer alive. If I had lost a

back home were forced to
attend classes during such ,i

Army soldier, I am emharr.issed .in.) ashamed of Ihe

New York City areas." Words
BUCh as these fail to honor

WON the antes hit by the terrorist attacke, and students

the

about

loved

to see the

support that was extended to

on

the

commons

Tuesday

asked in the future by my
kids or grandkids where I
was and what I was doing
when these infamous events
occured,

I

will

recall

how

2,000 of my fellow students
came together as a true
demonstration

of

"All

Together One" to bring a
sense of purpose and hope to
our world and each other.
Adam Costa
sophomore, music
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OPINION

TIMOTHY EMMET
BREEZE READER'S VIEW

ZACK MANSELL

Recent events seem unreal to student

Attack can't faze
this free country
rhc
l nited
States
of
America la the greatest country
the world haa ever wen, not
because il has the biggest milltar) the most mone) or the best
Olymph athletes, but rather
because it Is a thing republic
founded and governed bj the
people, possessing and endon
Ing freedomi beyond the acope
«>t anything Imaginable until itinception I am not going to
basic m naivete and claim th.u it
haa done no wrong, but I will
M) that the l nited States haa
given more liberty, personal
freedom and opportunit) t<»
people within its borders and
around the world than any
other country to the present Its
foreign policy haa caused ani
mostly, and th*- globalization oi
it- expanding induatrj haa
infringed upon aome cultural
boundaries It-- businesses do
not always ad hi the name of
philanthropy <»r fen the environment but with the ri>*ht
market rules, world trade could
bring prosperity to .ill who paru< ipate in it.
More than that the ideals
the United States stands tor and
the freedom it relies upon, pro
tacts and desires to spread
around the world cannot be
questioned The United States
has always and VMH always
ii>;lit persecution, tyraiuu and
oppression, and it will remain
me destination od thousands •>!
emigrants seeking to enjo) the
natural rights it defends
Tuesday
zealots
attacked that freedom, forcing
our nation to face it> own vui*
nerabilit) I hey run e attempted
to destroy the ideals the
founders
ol
this
nation
dream I
i indrathers
fought for, and we enjo) < hir
nation, and therefore democracy, life, libert) and .ill we bold
dear have been atta I

On Tuesd.n night, thou-

even day

fin / mnui ts a junior EngtigH
andeamomk - mr/ar

Tragedy cripples
IR\(,II»
mysell silent and reserved as
events continue t< unfold, perhaps tor many months tocome
I Ustory and humanit) continues a*- the evening reddena into
orange and segues into purple,
as it the < )reat Mover bad been
stabbed In the heart and u-tr to
Need over the sk\ Tin- human
stories are the stones which will
live with us. the stones well
keep .Ins.- to our hearts in the
Irving months to come, the StO
riea well tell our children and
grandchildren when the)
to us with their histon assign

In light ot the events that
transpired on Tuesday, Sept
II, 2001, there are mam
thoughts running through
mv mind.
It's . eitainlv a tragedy tor
anything Of this magnitude
tO OCCur, and the day in
which the United States was
attacked on it-- own sod will
be forever remembered. I
extend my deepest sympathy to anyone who might
have lost loved ones in this
disastrous event and can
only wish that things are rei
titled In the end Hopefully.
within the next few days,
things will become clearer
One thing that I feel strong!)
about is that all of us must
remember not to jump to
conclusions we must trv to
remain calm and rational in
Our thinking
ihis event has touched all
of us personal!) in different
ways, and each ol us will
remember the exact moment
that we heard about if I was
driving to class when the
news came over my radio I
was shocked and began to
wonder it it was a prank. But
how could someone lie about

aands ot |\ii students gathered as a community ol Individ
u.ils on the commons to support each other with prayers
and voices, errecrJvet) celebrating th.it verj same freedom
Many ma) not have realized it.
but thai act to gather in our
spectacular variety oi colors,
faiths and political views, la
denied to far too man) peoplea
in this world. Th.it ait gives me
hope th.it this nation will > ome
i» igethei as free Indh Iduab and
th.it the democracies oi the
world will unite act as one people and er.ulu.ile those BjTOUf>a
thai threaten .ill we enkn
Tliis tr.i^ed\ has shaken our
world We feel leas Bare and
more skeptical. For the first
time in mam of our lives, we
feel tear Parents, brothers and
listen frienda and neighbors
were lost on our own soft With
the crashing ol steel, we have
felt the tremors ol war. We
understand, to just a tin)
degree, how it must be to live
Without freedom. B8 billions of
people around the world do

This desecration \% ill not be
unnoticed With |ustice and
reckoning, in the annihilation
of terrorism wecould move to
establish a more perfect union
of people across our country
and the world. I pray that we
now more full) realize the
plight of other peoples and our
own freedom I praj that we
stand to protect the rights o(
all people and finally make
this world i better place.
Perhaps because ol this terrible act, and
a
positive
response, more people around
the world will understand and
come to enjoy the freedom and
natural rights the United
States oi America was founded
on, defends and enk \ i

rnent Ask vour parents where
they were when the World
Irade i enter and the Pentagon
were crippled by terrorism "
the post\ old l\ar era is at ,m
end; w hat lies ahead remains to
be lean As we play a somber
requiem tor events, ideals and
times now buried, let us recognize that humanit) IS ever
changing and that although we
ma) tear, although we may cry
in terror and Brief, we also love.
We love, wet herish, we mourn,
we celebrate the fragility of life.
w remember Uxrveall things.
we remember

BREEZE READER'S VIEW

the bombing of the World
Trade tenter' When I got |,»
* lass it was the onl\ thing
that I could think about it.
My ability to listen to the
professor was non-existent
Did anybod) rise know'
Was I the only one? No, others knew. There was much
speculation.
Were
both
buildings hit* Did they fully
collapse' The Pentagon was
hit! What* It was very contusing \\ hen I first MH live
footage, I was In complete
awe It barely seemed belie*
able loin Hrokaw put it best
when
he
said
that
it
appeared to be a graphical
manipulation. It's still iiisf
sinking in tor me.
based on the events that
have occurred, what should
America do'There are a couple of ways to look at it. If it
is .1 terrorist organization
outside America, we could
avoid attacks ^n harboring
nations It could be belie* ed
that such action would only
( BUSe harboring nations to
bin).I further aggression
against the i mied States \
case can also be made for
atta. king harboring nations

On.- might feel that tinUnited Mates should make
.in example of iu< h a COUntT)
I bus. nations would think
twice before harboring tei
rorlst organizations It s hard
tO SB) what is right. One
thing tor sure is that uc can
not allow terrorists to gam
strength and confidence In
taking these s|nd< •$, we must
. arefully consider the results
of our ,u Hona
As students ol |MU what
can we do? What should we
take out ol this' | in sin.
everyone at this university
has been atle. ted In one Waj
or another And. hopefully,
we all have . onsldered w hat
has
happened
and
the
impact which it will have OH
America
keeping
those
Injured and those lost m our
hearts and prayers is one
thing that we can do Blood
donations ,ire also m need
Perhaps this event is ,i w ake
up call to real It) We should
all try to be more BU are ol
political, economical and
environmental issues
The loss and destruction of
Significant Amen,an land
marks and loss of thousands

RICH KACHOLD

oi lives will have a huge
impact lor wars to come.
I mcc again, I give mv deepest
sympathies to anyone who
experienced a loss and hope
that as a nation we can all rectd\ this catastrophe.
t'n a final note, it was
Uplifting and inspiring to
s.r how people have come
together glob.ill\ and locally
in response to the incident.
World
leaders
have
announced
their
^indolences to the United States
and have denounced the terrorist atta. k
On a more local level, it
was .in awe inspiring Mght to
see hundreds ol I Ml students
united st the candle vigil. It
was one ol the first limes m
H hi. h \'\ e seen SO main |MU
students congregate tor a
Cause I recall hearing one
indh idual exclaim that he felt
oui
generation
has
the
strength to pull together and
rea. t to su« h a situation it
need be In BUCh a tune of dls
aster It's positive to know
thai we're all pulling lor the
same (.IUM>

/ihk Mansell Is a senior
health sciences major.

BREEZE READER'S VIEW

Noise of destruction wakes up nation
The U.S. is, and has tor a
long time been considered a
dominant world power tm
Tuesdav, Sept. II. we. as a
Society, woke up. It's highly
unfortunate thai stub drastically devastating events had
to take place before our eyelids were peeled open to the
harsh
reality
of
life
However, it was apparently
neeess.m for us to realize
we're not safe, ever
The question that comes
to mind is Win'" That's the
question all victims ask. But
my response is why not.
(Disclaimer; a terrible series
of events occurred, which I
feel compassion for, but we
must locus on the positive
by first asking whv not) We
must realize that every
breath we take is a gitt I i
realize this, there is one very
key ingredient: perspective
Last month, while on
vacation in Atlantic City
with some friends, my car
was hit while parked tor five
minutes.
My
..u
was
deemed undriveable, so my
friends and I were stranded
at our campground, and we
had the oir towed
While I could list die
things I dislike about NeM
[ersey, the people I met

fjlcivot 0jj He week

w hile there had a lot ot kindneSS to offer.
The day after the acci
dent, we were "stranded"
when a couple ot young
ladies. ,K ,i nearby campsite
offered to take us into
Atlantic City that night.
I hese girls made our vacation more enjoyable, but
most importantly, they gave
me perspective
One of the young women
had a story that made my
problem seem like ,i mOfl
qulto bite A tew months
before her wedding date,
her fiance* was shot and
killed I won't gel into the
details, but in her situation.
I could have seen it con< elv
able tor In i to .ommil MM
. Ide, or. perhaps, go on a
murder spree She was in
love, she was vulnerable,
she lost the «loses! person in
her life, and it could b.n e
all been prevented
My
friends had not been told
this tnghtemngly true story,
probabh because they didn't need the perspective the
ston garnered
Houi\ir. the) did expe
rience
the
kindness
ot
I rank, our campsite neighbor and divorced man who
only got to see his kids one

weekend a month, during
which lime, in this case, he
took his three guls camping.
I r.ink was nice enough to
give us chicken he bad
cooked for dinner Similarly,
a lady at a Chinese restau
rant we ate at offered to give
us a ride after we finished
our meal. We graciously
accepted, and she received a
nearly 70 percent tip.
It is admittedly hard to
have
perspective
with
regards to a tragedy of the
magnitude of the one that
occurred Tuesday in New
York,
Pennsylvania
and
Washington D.C, but it is
not impossible. We must
look at how fragile and . ru
cial every living second of
our lives is If we lead !i\ SI
on .1 dail) basis, « hlch help
fulfill our goals, then we will
be successful With da) I
da)
sui.ess.
happiness
abounds, and it is easier to
confront death
We will all die It is .1 i.i, t
It we are .u hievmg our goals
when death strikes, then
there's nothing to truly be
sad about I ion I ask. "Win
did Id.e- ask Why didn't
I achieve mv goals before I
died '" and "Is Society rea. h
ing its goals?"

Sadly, some lives are
taken earlv
lhis. oftentimes, can not be helped,
but it reminds us ot the
fragility of our lives, which
we
must
recognize,
embrace, learn from and
work with Only then can
our lives reach their potential
Hopefully, alter the
devastation ot Sept II. so, 1
et) will be better able to
reach it's potential
Being scared to die is nat
ural, but. I'm more scared ot
not achieving anything. If I 1
am successful, a< hie* <• great
things, and die at the age of
27, I would be happier than '.
if I died .in old man without '
iv ei s< hi.v ing anything or
sin . eeding at anything.
w hat we must remember
and
bring
away
from
luesday a
det astating
tragedy, is that anything
else, all the little problems
in our lives, which we blowout of proportion are trivial
Si. lets remember all the
lost loved ones tor what
the) achieved, vvh.it the)
BUCCeeded at. and hope we
Can continue in their paths
by doing our best to aUCCecd
and over a. hiev e
Rich KmholJ is a tenior
SMAP V
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Student feels that rational pursuit of justice is answer
During (he last several
I days leading up to the start
of this semester, I had the
opportunity to see Central
[Park. New York Unlvtnlt)
! Yankee Stadium, the financial
district
of Lower
Manhattan and other parts of
New York. I'm sure by now
most of us have seen the pictures or heard the sound
bites of the horrific events
that occurred on Tuesday in
New
York
City
and
Washington, D.C.
The Twin Towers of
Lower
Manhattan
that
housed the World Trade
Center and served as a symbol of American financial
prosperity, are replaced with
piles of bodies and debris
that reached up to seven stories high. The Pentagon, a
symbol of American military
might, no longer has five
sides, but only four.
Journalists, analysts and
politicians have already
referred to these acts of terrorism as the Second Pearl
Harbor. America lost its

innocence sixty years ago; on
Tuesday, we were brutally
violated. New York will
never be the same again.
America will never be the
same again.
While 1 do not support the
idea of revenge, I think it's
imperative that we rationally, but aggressively, pursue
justice. This is only the second time in our modern history when we suffered casualtMl on our own soil.
However,
while
Pearl
Harbor was a strategic military target to the Japanese,
the aggressors of Tuesday's
attacks aimed to hurt our
civilians — businessmen and
tourists. In my opinion the
most cowardly acts possible
by an aggressor or aggressors. I compare it to a man
who h.is an ongoing quarrel
M ith i (rooked neighbor who
believes he is too weak to
fight the man and, therefore,
harms the wife and children
while the man is away. What
is to stop the outraged man
from acting in kind and

harming his neighbor's family? Morals and ethics? How
about the fact that the neighbor believes in the philosophy of "eye for an eye, tooth
for a tooth?" It's impossible
for us to ignore that many in
the Middle East were out
celebrating in the streets
upon hearing and seeing the
news of our demise. The
media has repeatedly played
footage of people burning
our flag, cheering and jubilantly shooting their assault
rifles into the air. At times, it
certainly may seem appropriate and justifiable to
retaliate in kind.
Despite all of these facts,
however, I pray and believe
that the United States, will
not be hasty about seeking
out and punishing the
aggressors responsible for
these attacks. 1 believe it is a
sort of prejudice and hatred
that helped cause these
attacks and the enthusiastic
praises afterwards.
We must remember this
prejudice and hatred that can

do so much harm as we
mourn our losses, thoroughly investigate and act to
carry out justice with sound
reason and determination.
We must remain patient and
level-headed. We do not
want to become like the
monsters who brought this
on us.
In the meantime, we the
students of JMU can individually and collectively
help in many ways. We can
offer our condolences and
comfort to friends and
strangers who were directly
affected by the recent
attacks. I personally know
several people, directly and
indirectly, who work in the
financial
district
of
Manhattan and in the
Pentagon, and I suspect
many others in the JMU and
Harrisonburg communities
have similar ties. We can
also help by sending material goods individually to
those who are there, and collectively to those in the
frontlines of New York and

Washington as the rescue
efforts continue.
This would be a prime
opportunity for the organizers of our student body to
show that we, the students
of America, are united to
support
• our
fellow
Americans. I believe the
blood drive on Saturday at
the Convocation Center is a
good place to start. And last,
but not least, I think exercis
ing our freedom of religion
and saying a prayer from
time to time for lost ones
and loved ones would be
appropriate. We're likely to
hear and read stories of
utmost heroism and courage
and stories of heartfelt sorrow and pain in the following days and weeks. I hope
they will be fuel for us to
seek justice rationally and
learn our lessons for the purpose of avoiding this type of
catastrophe in the future I
hope they will be fuel for us
to believe in the kindness of
strangers and the goodness
of mankind. 1 hope they will

not make us bitter or make
us lose faith.
Our grandparents had Pearl
Harbor. Our parents had the
assassination of John F.
Kennedy. We will never forget
the images and sounds of Sept.
11, 2001 still, |ust as before, life
will go on. Life will go on in
New York, Washington, D.C,
1 l.imsonburg, and James
Madison University.
W e
will never see the same skyscrapers in New York's skyline.
We may never completely
shed the sense of feeling vulnerable. I think we should
not try to forget these things.
Rather, let us remember
these thoughts and emotions
to aid us in seeking justice
and righteousness. Let us
remember them so we'll be
better prepared in the future.
Let us remember them so we
can teach those after us and
Itavt a better world for
them. No, America will
never be the same. It can be
stronger. It can be better.
Dave H. Kim is a junior
political science major.
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LIFESTYLES

HOROSCOPES

CROSSWORD

Today's Birthday — Whatever problems you had before have been either solved or
forgotten. They're not even at the level of minor annoyances any more. Are you in love
or what? It sure looks like it from here, and it looks to be with a fascinating intellectual
type. A good conversationalist is a joy. Don't be afraid to make the commitment.

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19)
4%c~
Today is a 7 - Confer with others
^^M* who sh.no youi goals. It s .1 great
^^7 day for conversations. Once you
figure out exactly what you want
to accomplish, getting there will be easy.
The hard part is keeping everyone else
on track.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
^— . Today is a 7 - Face whatever has
4^Bk)WMI intimidated, whatever it is
'(j^Pih.it you don't want to do. Odds
are good this is the demon who's
guarding the door to the treasure - the
treasure with your name on it.

Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 10 - How's your
' French? Your Spanish? Your
Japanese? Now is the perfect
time to learn a new language.
Knowing other languages leads to
adventure, and possibly soon.

^

Cancer (June 22-July 22)
C^k Today is a 5 - If you can buy
_ _j&, widgets cheap at Point A and sell
them for a lot at Point B, you can
earn enough to get tickets for
yourself and your sweetie to Point C this
weekend. It's worth a try. but don't leave
anything to chance.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
^ —* Today is a 7 - Let somebody else
AJ do the talking. Not only will you
^^^^ learn a lot, but it could be quite
entertaining. Your resident expert
would love to expound.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
jj ^^ Today is a 6 - Thank heavens it's
>^nl alm<»st Friday! Your fingers are
^k\^ worked down almost to the
^mam*> bone. You'll have enough orwigy
left to get through another busy day, but
barely enough.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23)
1Today is an 8 • There may be several suitors vying for your attention. Maybe you should throw a
party and invite them all. Since
they're all intellectuals, the conversation
should be outstanding.
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21)
y
a Today is a 7 - You should have
everything in almost perfect order
by now. There are just a few more
details to work out. Blast through
them so that you can entertain over the
weekend. Not a big crowd this time.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec.21)
_
Today is an R - Send out packages,
gJ^L confer with associates and ask for
^^P favors. Even somebody who
turned you down before could
comply. You're charming, hue, but it's
not just that.

58
59
60
61
62
63

ACROSS
Bambi, e.g.
Pack lo capacity
Jogger's gait
U.S. tennis
stadium honoree
Stand for Homer
Actor Grant
LI quadrupled
Tropical vine
1952 Olympics
site
Kiddy
Entrepreneur
Cat or Ray
Gratuity
Sot
Popular
Halloween
costume
Factory
Crowd noises
Commotion
Charge per unit
Count
Former mates
Undivided
Banks or
Kovacs
Out ot style
Emergency
treatment
Lively party
Forthwith
Christian and
Helen
Relay epistle
Cup rim
Party-giver
French spa ot
note
European
volcano
Heroic poem
Made over
For tear that
Desired object
Toboggans
Liberate

1
2
3
4
5
6

DOWN
Real information
Flamboyant tie
Rapids
Neighbor ot Ida
Moon pref.
Coin-toss call

1
5
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
23
25
26
27

32
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
^>
Today is a 5 - There's plenty of
p^ . work involved, but you could be
r&m\ the boss, rhat's -i natural talent of
yours, so it wouldn't be bad. You
get bored when your life is too easy. A
challenge you take on now will make or
save you a bundle.

44
45
46

Aqua/ius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
,^m
Today is a 10 - You're looking so
f^P good, you're liable to get away
T^\ with just about anything. You
might even talk your sweetheart
into financing a weekend trip, or at least
a night on the town. Then, see what else
you can talk him or her into.

57

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
^k
Today is a 6 - You're very good
(t ^%at sorting money right now, both
^J yours and other people's. You're
learning a lot in the process, too.
KMB niosf or'wnaf you discover to yourself, and keep most of what you earn in
the bank.
-Tribune Media Services
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SOLUTIONS TO LAST ISSUE'S PUZZLE:

7 Branch of the
0 M F N
s A S s
mil.
T H R O W
c R A w
7 E R A
8 Marshes
v O U T H
9 Insincere praise A E n 0
A T T 1
E A R N
P
10 Athlete Jim
y A 1 L D O
LI R N 0 N
IT
11 Corrosion
0
R E N D 1 1 Y
12 Get an eyeful
A S p E NHS H E L D 0 NBt-r
13 God of thunder
s E 0 NHS P E C 1 E
G A R
21 Shipped
22 Feels poorly
T A R
3 T A R K F R
F L 0
24 Hollywood
p A S E O SHR u E s
1 N K
crosser
0 A T Vt A 'i|r< A L S A
27 Unbroken
S M A R T E S THP A
28 Cabbage kin
H O n D E sj Ma 0 Y C 0 T T
29 Anti-IRS
arrangement
A c n F
M A c A
H A 1 R
:
30 Lyric poems
> II E A
A W A n
E T N A
31 Cyrano's
P A L
N L VV E R
' II E Y
L
distinction
32 Coll. employee
33 Clinton
41 Jack of talk
49 Masticate
appointee
shows
50 Navajo neighbor
Guinier
43 Stoolie
51 Sale-tag
34 Hindu princess
44 Mixes together
notation
37 Fishing boats
46 Sober
52 Mr. Knievel
38 Bridge seat
47 Washer cycle
53 Ocean motion
40 Harrow's rival
48 Sudden flow
57 Pixie
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A Day of Remembrance
Penn Stale 1 . student
interning in NYC
describes tragedy
BY JEREMY R. COOKE
Daily Collegian
Penn State student

Students around
the country give
personal accounts
of what happened
the day of the
attack
JMU alumnus recounts
Pentagon events
BY TOM STEINFELDT

JMU Alumnus
I was about three blocks from the Capitol when
the Pentagon got hit. Roll CaBi office is a pitching wedge from the Station. Roll Call is a newspaper covering Capitol Hill events where I intern
during the day.
I walked into the building and one of the
interns said she heard a plane had flown into the
World Trade Center. I didn't know what to think at
first: it didn't sink in until I walked into the office
and saw a replay of the second plane crashing into
the Towers.
In what seemed like seconds, the news reeled
ofl that the Pentagon was hit, the White House was
r\ .1. u.itod and the National Mall was on fire,
which wasn't true.
Pandemonium comes to mind.
I walked out around the Capitol at about 1030
a.m. and saw the smoke from the Pentagon.They
were starting to shut down the streets. The Capitol
was evacuated around S a.m.
Everyone I talked to around the Capitol at 1030
said they heard what sounded like a bomb blast,
and some people started running and panicking.
There was a false report that a car bomb exploded
at the State Department at that time.
77te lounial. the newspaper in Washington
where I work at night, was crazy that night. They
.iskrd me to interview people on the Hill since they
had difficulty getting people into Washington.
Some people 1 talked to were noticeablv sad, but
most were just in shock and disbelief. No one
seemed angry with the traffic mayhem as much as
they were ready for things to calm down. I talked
to a Hill staffer who was giving a tour in the
Capitol when they evacuated it, and she couldn't
go home because her house keys and everything
were locked in her congrrs-.ion.il office.
It was exciting to be at Roll Cull and on the Hill,
but I was thinking about it later — if that plane*
didn't crash in Pennsylvania, it was likely headed
toward the White House or the Capitol.

Ptwtu c.«ints> .il JOHNNY Ol'IROZ/rV Dail\ I'mnll) Jm
Andrea Dapsich. a student at Southwest Texas State University, Is comforted by Craft; Curbello,
a marketing managment Junior, while they watch the news In the LBJ Student Center.
According to Curbello, Dapsich has a family member who works In the World Trade Center.

George Washington
University student
witnesses Pentagon
attack
BY MORGAN FELCHNER

Badger Herald
Looking across the Potomac
River, George Washington
University students saw
billowing smoke coming from
the Pentagon.
George Washington student
Joseph Tyler witnessed the aftermath of the attack on the Pentagon.
"1 heard a lot of commotion on
campus, so I went up to the top of
one of the dorms on campus and got
,i \ iew down onto the Potomac River,
and after that the Pentagon, and after
that the DC. international airport.''
Tvler said.
Although Tyler had a firsthand
vantage point, it didn't take him
away from his television set.
"There was an enormous amount
of smoke billowing up from one side
of the building — big gray clouds,
kind of like on TV," he said.
see STUDENT, me 12

John C. Raynar huddled over a neighbor's computer wearing a
protective mask in the shadow of the devastated World
Trade Center Tuesday.
The senior telecommunications major painted the
chaotic scene for a reporter
the only way he could —
via AOL Instant Messenger.
"This morning, I was
laying in bed just waking
up when I heard what
sounded like a very lowflying military plane,"
Raynar typed. "Then 1
heard a huge explosion. I
looked out my window and
saw scores of people running in away from the
explosion. I then looked up
and saw it was in flames."
Raynar woke up just
one and a half blocks from
the Trade Center in an
apartment building on John
Street. He's in New York
City on a pair of internships
with MTV and the Howard
Stern Show.
Tuesday was supposed
to be his day off.
"All of what were once
bystanders began fleeing. It
was chaos; people were
pushing one another over
just to get away from the
explosion," Raynar said.
About half an hour after
the second plane
exploded into me
Trade Center, he decided to
jump in the shower to prepare
to escape north, awav from the
tip of Manhattan.
But he didn't get the
chance to leave.
That's when they collapsed. ... It was like
"Ghostbusters;" The entire
sky turned pitch black,"
Raynar said. "Unfortunately,
my windows were left open."
Dust and debris from
the collapse piled up about
three inches thick around
Raynar's apartment and
came in through the open
windows, he said.
"As a matter of fact, as I
am typing this, I am wearing a protective mask, so I
don't inhale too much of
it," he said.
Raynar said a group of
police officers and someone
from the American Red Cross
came through his building to
pass out the masks.

JMU student feared death of
loved one, recounts the tale
BY JENNIFER SIKORSKI

senior writer
As senior Mary Gilhooly performed the mundane activity of brushing her teeth Tuesday morning, she was startled
as her roommate burst into the bathroom. "Lynn came in
and told me that they had bombed Boston," Gilhooly said.
"Obviously, she li.nl it wrong, but at the time thaf s what I
tliought had happened."
Disturbed by the news, she went to her first class, kickboxing. Rather than the upbeat music the class usually listened to while working out. the instructor turned on the
radio. It was then she learned that New York, not Boston,
had been the victim of a terrorist attack.
As the class side-kicked and punched, frightening news
about another plane crash, this one in Washington, D.C.,
came over the radio. This time, the news was more personal. Because she was from the Northern Virginia suburb of
Woodbridge, her thoughts immediately turned towards her
parents, both employees of die government.
There were rumors that the Capitol had been hit" she said.
"1 began freaking out because that is where my dad works."
After arriving at her apartment, she tried to get a hold of
her parents while comforting roommates and friends in
similar situations.
"I felt a little better when I got home because I found
out the Capitol being hit was just a rumor," she said. "I was
still really scared, though, because my dad sometimes goes
ierJMV.mg'U

CARRIE KMNKER/xmrn-rtnlitfraplirr
FlaC* new at naif-staff In front of Wilson Hall Wednesday due to the terrorlet
attack on the U.S.
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JMU student
remembers day
JMU, fwmptge U
to Ihe military part of the
Pcnti^on to work with people,
and that's the part that was hit."
I ler mother was iw» a business trip in Washington state,
and Gilhooly eventually
reached her on her cell phone.
"I finally got a hold of her
around 130 p.m.," she said, "She
hadn't heard from my dad, either,
and we wen* both really worried."
As time elapsed, talhooly's
nerves increased. No one had
heard from her dad, and
grandpnn'nts, aunts and uncles
were all calling trying to locate
him. She constantly tried to
n-ach him via his cell phone,
but circuits in Northern
Virginia were jammed.
"Around 2:30,1 finally got
an e-mail from my dad saying
he had been trying to call me
but couldn't get through. Me
wanted to let me know he was
fine. I was so relieved to finally
hear from him." Her father had
been caught in the mass exodus
from Washington, D.C. after his
building was evacuated.
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Focus

Student witnesses
destruction at Pentagon
STUDENT, from page 11

Smoke did not fill the sky; it
was isolated to the area directly
around the Pentagon.
It was hard to tell where
it was." Tyler said. "It
looked like a dark cloud, but
it went all the way to the
ground, and you could see it
billowing up."
There were no planes in the
sky across the country because
of the FA A restriction.
"George Washington is
right under the flight path
towards the Pentagon and the
national airport," he said.
"Normally, every two minutes there is a plane that goes
over and you hear it; led Ay it
was eerily quiet."
The Pentagon is a low building, and Tyler said he was afraid
another plane could be hijacked
and, if it crashed two miles earlier, that it would harm the
George Washington campus.
The George Washington
campus is across the Potomac

River from the Pentagon and
••till in Ihe danger area — too
far away, however, for students to see or hear victims of
the attack.
"It sounded normal; no people were running and there
were no explosions that I could
hear," Tyler said.
Shocked students roamed
the campu . gazing at the
smoke in the distance.
"Everyone had this awestruck
look on their face, and there was
total silence," Tyler said
The George Washington
campus was taking safetv ptv
cautions as well.
"On campus they actually
highly eitcouraged not having us
leave," Tyler said
"As I came back on campus—
1 was a block off at a friend's
house — they searched my bag
and I had to show an ID just to gel
on campus."
Classes were cancelled, and
students were urged not to leave
campus.
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Alternative
pring

j^reak
J^ Trip Leader
i
Interest Meetings
SEPTEMBER
17&18
8pm
Taylor 405

INDIAN-AMERICAN CAFE
(540) 433-1177
Specializing in
Non- Vegetarian/
Vegetarian
Indian Cuisine

91 N. Main St.
Ilarrlsonburg. VA
Lunch: Monday - Saturday
11:00 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Dinner: Monday - Saturday
5:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.

775 Cantrell Ave.
(next to Hardees)

432-9996

Mon.- Fri. 9 am-7 pm
Sat. 10am-4pm
Sun. lpm-5pm

f EmcrgTCarc

If Your Doctor Is Miles Away
And You Need Treatment For:

¥

¥
¥

Community Service Learning
Wilson 204
568-6366

a6b@)mu.edu

www.jmu.edu/csl/asb

EMERGICARE

Minor Injuries and Illnesses
Sports Injuries • Sprains • Mono
Strep Throat • Lacerations
In-house STD Testing

'Dare to
I Make a
Difference

Where Patients ere Sending Their Friends

I

All Major bank cards accepted
and we will file your insurance
claim for you!

****** ******

No Appointment Necessary • OPEN 7 Days a Week

IMPROVE YOURSELF & YOUR RESUME!

V*

sin

The following workshops are offered as part of the Counseling &
Student Development Center's INTERPERSONAL SKILLS
CERTIFICATE PROGRAM
ASSERTFVENESS

INTIMACY IN RELATIONSHIPS

Wednesday, October 24
Monday, November 5
Monday, November 19

10-11:30
5-6:30
5-6:30

4-5:30
2-3:30
5-6:30

Monday, October 8
Thursday, October 18
Wednesday, November 7

A J.M.u. Favorite The World's Greatest Tribute to

4-5:30
6-7:30
1-2:30

JIM

SELF-ESTEEM

CONFLICT RESOLUTION
Thursday, October 25
Monday, November 5
Wednesday, November 14

Wednesday, October 10
Tuesday, October 23
Monday, November 23

10-11:30
2:304
5-6:30

5:30-7
2-3:30
7-8:30

14
COMMUNICATION SKILLS
Monday, October 1
Tuesday, October 16
Thursday, November 8

5-6:30
4:40-6
4:30-6

THEDOORS'
THE SOFTTARADE
Saturday
September 15th
10 p.m.

UNDERSTANDING DESTRUCTIVE RELATIONSHIPS
Monday, October 8
Wednesday, October 24
Thursday, November 15

MORrasON &

WITH SPECIAL GUEST
YR. OLD GUITAR WIZARD CORY"BRAMMER

DEALING WITH DIFFICULT PEOPLE
Monday, October 8
Monday, October 22
Monday, November 12

4:30-6
10:30-12
4:30-6

STRESS MANAGEMENT
Thursdays @ 2:00
We also offer an ANGER MANAGEMENT CERTIFICATE PROGRAM.
ANGER MANAGEMENT TBA
To complete either certificate program, you must attend four workshops, complete
four hours of designated reading materials and complete four hours of taped
materials. If you would like to register for a certificate program or an individual
workshop, please call x6552 or e-mail KARRKM.
The Counseling and Student Development Center is located in the Varner House
http://www.jmu.edu/counselingctr

The NY Daily News says
"Simply Spectacular"!!
Special
%%% Present your J.A.c. Card at the Door & Enjoy this
Stunning Show for Half Price, Just $6.00!!

432.9963
www.Mains1ra0tRochs.Qom
MalRSlreetls Perf BCIIy Located at 153 South Malnstreet. Harrison burg
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"After the initial wave of the

crisis passes, we still need

«»sf

L^

AMERICA MOUR

blood. The need isn't going
to go away."
DKBRA THOMPSON

RMH spokesperson

Giving

Hope
BY K.C. GARDNER
asst. style/focus editor

In the aftermath of Tuesday's tragedy, scores
of JMU students flooded Rockingham Memorial
Hospital, answering the national call to donate
blood for the victims of the terrorist attacks.
The RMH blood-donating facilities were
overwhelmed by the masses of volunteer
donors and were unable to take donations
from all who offered. Several blood drives
have been set up by Virginia Blood Services
to help the relief effort and accommodate the
large number of donors.
Among the many blood drives scheduled, students are urged to give blood at the Convocation
Center on Saturday, Sept. 15, from noon to 6 p.m.
"It's been gratifying to see the number of
students who have called, come in and wanted
to help in any way they can," said RMH
spokesperson Debra Thompson. Thompson
said hundreds of people donated blood on
Tuesday and RMH's blood bank is booked with
appointments through next week.
junior Julie l-ee went to RMH after her

morning class on Tuesday and
waited in line for a half hour to
give blood. "I realized that this
was the one thing I could do in
terms of helping as an individual," Lee said. Others waited
much longer as the lines steadily
grew throughout the day.
Thompson encouraged students
to schedule appointments despite
the potential wait. "After tin- initial
wave of the crisis passes, we still
need blood. The need isn't going to
go away," she said. Because blood
has a shelf-life of 42 days and people can onlv donate every S3 days,
Thompson said hlood supplies

need to be replenished often

Additional emergency blood
drives are scheduled for Friday,
Sept. 14 from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the
RMH Valley Wellness Center;
Wednesday, Sept. 19
from 9 am. to \ p m
at the Valley Mall;
and Friday, Sept. 21
HwoCourtrs>.itiRi\\ii NOES IkovClMiMM(Mwnft)
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Jesus Alanls. a Carter Blood Care employee In Fort Worth Texas, checks on blood donor Wendy Stahl.
at Godwin Hall.
Friday, Sept. 14
ll:00-5:00pm
Anne Simmons, Tuesday's tragedy brought masses of people to emergency blood banks nationwide In response to victims
coordinator of health In Washington D.C. and New York City. Harrisonburg's Rockingham Memorial Hospital overflowed with volRMH Valley Wellness Center
promotions at the unteers as hundreds of people gave blood over the past two days.
University
Health
all if they have symptoms of a cold.
the IMU community on the JMU Web site "I
Center, said that numerous student
Saturday, Sept. 15
12:00-6:00pm
For more information on donor restrictions, go
urge everyone who can to respond to the need
groups have met with her to organJMU Convocation Center
to WUBkJMM&i and see the news posting "Blood
for blood donors."
ize additional blood drives.
The
American
Red
Cross
has
significant
Drive
Donation Sites Added." To set up an
IMU President Unwood Rose
appointment or get more information, students
also called on students to do what blood donation requirements to ensure the
Wednesday, Sept. 19 9:00-3:00pm
can reach the RMH blood bank center at 4B-4298.
they could in the aftermath of the safety of the donor and the blood supply
J.C. Penny Court at Valley Mall tragedy. "I was truly heartened to Students interested in donating blood must be
For those who cannot donate blood, the Red
Cross accepts money donations that will aide in
at least 17 years of age and weigh at least lilt
learn that our students had
pounds I he Red ( ross also requires that sturescue and recovery efforts. Students can send
responded to the call for biood
donations to the American Red Cross Disaster
Friday, Sept. 21
10:00-2:00pm
dtnta with recent tattoos wail 12 months
donations to the point that
before donating blood. Donors should also
Relief Pund at; P.O. Box 37243 Washington D.C,
Rockingham Memorial 1 lospital
Godwin Hall
20013. Donations by credit card are also acceptavoid taking antibiotics for at least 48 hours
could not accommodate all the
ed by calling 1-800-1II I P M u\
donors," Rose said in his letter to before the procedure and shouldn't donate at

AREA BLOOD DRIVES

NATE THARF/contributing artist
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Heroes Rise
BY TOMA ALLBN
The Daily Athenaeum
"Today our nation saw evil." A
somber and struggling President Bush
delivered these words to our mourning
nation Tuesday night.
And certainly the act of terrorism
unleashed on our country Tuesday
was more heinous and tragic than
anything most of us could have svei
imagined. Four hijacked planes
taken over by madmen crippled our
city that never sleeps, wounded our
military nerve center and, most trag
ically, ended the lives ol countless
innocents.
But out of the rubble rose saviors
— firefighters, rescue workers, para
medics, military personnel, civilians
... Americans.
Americans like Brian Stark, an exNavy paramedic who volunteered to
help at one of the many triage centers
near the Manhattan blast
Americans
like
Kenny
Johanncmann,
a
janitor,
who
described seeing a man engulfed in
flames at 1 World Trade Center just
after the first explosion. He grabbed
the man, put the fire out and
dragged him outside.
Americans like Troy Vesk, who,
when awakened from sleep by the
first blast, ran into the street to see his
homing beacon in flames, the street
in chaos. Despite the damage done to
his own home, Vesk stayed outside to
help victims, at one moment running
back into his damaged building to
fetch a pair of tennis shoes for a pass
ing rollerblader.
He exited the apartment building to
see the 1 World Trade Center collapse
and fled as debris showered down on
his home.
American-, like Donald Burns, VI,
who was being evacuated from the
82nd floor of the tower when he saw
four people in the stairwell. "I tried to
help them but they didn't want anyone
to touch them. The fire had melted
then skin Theit ^ lothcs were tattered,"

he said
Americans like Barbara Olson, a

passenger

on

American Airlines
Flight 77, win. alerted
her husband,
Solicitor
(General
Ted Olson, that the
plane she was on
was being hija. ke.l
Calling from a cell
phone on two occasions, Olson asked
her husband to tell
the pilot what to do,
but it was tOO late

(. )|soii and the rest of
the flight's passen
gers perished when
the plane crashed
into the Pentagon
moments later.
Americans like the
300
missing New
York emergency personnel — 78 officers
and 200 firefighters
— all presumed dead
,itter the building collapsed during the
PtmoCiHiru-sv ol IAMI S \ i'\k( l.Liy HtuMqam /'<»/
height of their rescue
After the terrorist attack on the Pentagon Tuesday, a
efforts.
man who declined to identify himself waved an
Americans like American flag at motorists departing Washington,
the thousands of D.C, Into Virginia. The act of terrorism ended many
New Yorkers who lives but out of the rubble rose saviors. Firefighters,
lined up to donate rescue workers, paramedics, military personnel and
blood following the brave citizens risked their lives in many cases to aid
disaster One hospi- those in need.
tal reported that as
soon as a request
who held the door and let Others
was issued hordes showed up,
forcing the facility to direct some pass ahead, aware of the possibility
that more devastation could occur at
volunteers to other locations.
any second.
Americans like the West Virginia
University students who flooded into
Pot as mam stones as we hear,
there will be just as main thai we will
a Red Cross blood drive held on cam
never know — the unsung, unknown,
pus for the New York victims.
Schedule filled to capacity, the Red
unmentioned.
But one thing is certain
Cross started a waiting list tor the next
There are heroes among us.
available drive
There are other saviors too, many of always have been. And yesterday.
yes, our nation saw evil But we also
whom we may never know by name
saw camaraderie, compassion, sacn
A pilot who put up a fight, a
doomed passenger who comforted a
fice, unity, patriotism and goodness
Child or a grandmother during the
We saw the American spirit.
And for that, let us ivfok e
final moments, trade center tenants

Entertainment
industry on pause
Bv

SCOTT KING

staff writer
I ike the rest of the world, the
entertainment industry is still feeling
the Shockwaves of Tuesday's atta< k
The major movie studios have been
closed, production has been halted
on most television and movie projeCtS, st.irs have been grounded away
Irom lets, concerts Canceled and
in.Hiv events are being rrscheduk'd.
[•'Online, wivw.eonline com, has
reported that on Tuesday major
theater chains nationwide closed,
including Lowes Cineplex, Mann,
Pacific, United Artist and Regal.
Yet Harrisonburg's Regal
Cinemas 14 theater remained
open. "No, we did not close
down, and our attendance was
about half of what it normally
is," Assistant
Manager Jen
Ludwick said.
I udwick also confirmed that
i "Spider-Man" trailer h.is been
pulled off the reels, as have the
trailers tor
Big Trouble" and
"Collateral
Damage."
The
"Spider-Man" trailer involved a
scene with Spiderman foiling a
bank robbery and then capturing the crooks by spinning a
web between the twin towers ol
the World Trade Center.
"Big Trouble," which was
scheduled for release on Sept 21
has now been pushed back until
spring 2002. The movie stars Tim
Allen and is based on the bestselling novel by Dave Barry
involving a bomb in a suitcase.
Likewise, "Collateral 1 Xun.igc "s
release
date
was
changed.
Originally scheduled to debut on
Oct. 5, it is unknown when Warner
Bros will release the picture. The
movie
stars
Arnold
Vhwar/enegger as a firelighter
who witnesses Ins family being
killed in a terrorist bombing of a
skyscraper,
On the small screen there have
been some minor changes, sCCOfd

ing to Entertainment Weekly
Online, awMwcom Pox's Friday
night

airing

of

"X I iles

I he

Movie," in which the opening
scene involves a bombing ot i fed
era! building, has been switched
with "Nine Months." Also, Fox's
Sunday night scheduled broadcast
of "Independence Day," will be
replaced by "I here 'a something
About Mary."
The prime time airing of the
.ViM I inm\ son I Bs has Kvn canceled. It was supposed to air this
Sunday night Neither I'Online,
www.cnn.coni,
www. bt.com
or
Entertainment Weekly Online have
said when the Emmy's will be
aired.
Additionally, NBC has halted
"The Tonight Show with (ay
Leno" and "Late Night with
Conan O'Brien" and has not said
when taping will resume
Tuesday night the cable net
works turned over their airwaves to networks airing news
coverage. MTV and VIII both
aired I BS news CNN ran on
TBS and TNT. Fox News was
shown
on
the
National
Geographic Channel and Pox
Sports Net. ESPN ran ABC's
news coverage. The WB and
UPN aired news coverage of
their own.
Among the many lost in
luesdav's events was David
Angell, the Emmy-winning co-

creatorol Praaier,

'Cheenr and

"Wings " Angell was ,i passenger
on one ot the planes that crashed
into the World Trade Center
According to Entertainment
Weekly Online and F!Online, all
Broadway productions were shut
down Tuesday and Wednesday.
Madonna's concert in L.A.
Tuesday night. Garth Brooks'
press conference in Nashville
and The Black Crowes' concert
were all canceled.
All screenings al the annual
Toronto Film Festival were canceled as were all interviews and
press conferences.
Many celebrities have been
stranded in Toronto due to all
Mights being grounded.
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The Plight of the 21st Century Reader
I adinand gvitltmav 1 pre*
■enl to you the pUghl «>i the 2lst
century Kttdei
I iteran I Krerload
(Insert niol«Kiram.ilK OUm*

bled thunder; ftaahol lightning
optional i
Ever) Sunday I tlip through
the New Vci rbna fl<»i>* Rtineiv
and the WwtoigtoH Ftori Boo*;
Mbrlrf, and what* do I see? New
books left and right, up and
down, hidden fan small columns
and brilliantly shining on thfl
front page. F.very once in .1
while 1 step intoa txx>k*tore and
what do I see? New books
crowding the shelves and king
in tall columns on the floor. Ami
the question remains < >t .ill
these new hooks, what do 1
read? Since niv time for pleasure
reading i> United enough, which
books take precedence? The

when? I want to ro.ul things just
boaay *0h, yeah, D.inteGabrielle
Rosctti? Read him 'leaves ot
i .r.iss ' t io( you there, also." For
me, reading la sometimes just
another mindless task to accomplish before taking out the
garbage and doing laundry.
Sometimes it becomes a chore, an
ohligation, and not something I
do to enjoy andsavot
Reading for the sake of winning some endless race - this

survival and success. I'm disturbed by the fact that 1 havan'1
yet read Herodotus, Homer and
I lenry James, and that this seems
to make me less of an appreciator
of literature than someone who
has conquered these authors and
more.
Two years ago, a list (The
List) emerged in newspapers
and literary circles around the
world stating the 101) Best Novel-, ot the 20th Century. Know

All Things
Literary

t. laattcs? Poetn ' ( ontantponi)

literature? Saul Bellow or Patricia
Cornwell? Salman Rushdie or

by senior writer
Zak Salih

Eknora Laonard?
Aa .in avid taadag 1 raffci
from that rare disease called
"Bullheaded IVrtectionitis" that
requires I do everything ,is
quickly, perfect!) and effort™
ly as poaflfclr I fed the need to
read everything. And it's not as
if the idea ot reading everything
is unpleasant. I want to read
eveything, but simply don't
have the time. Like man) others, my reading time is limited
by other obligations (1 e college.
college and mom college)
Because I'm a wntec and
becauM-1 Klu\1 lh.it gotxl writing can't be learned ham a textbook but from the works of others, I'm pctMMsd by mil li
perate need to read works from
the past M well .is thoM trom the

patent It's gotten bo the pofail

frightens me. Even now, I'm
looking on my desk at a stack of
nine books and wondering when
I'll ever get BfOUnd tO reading
them. By the time 1 finish reading
one book, three more will come
along that 1 want to read. Some
books will be postponed; others
Will be forgotten, depressingly
■i.ii load on basement shelves. Yet
ert of me wonders why there
s to be a winner and a joscr. Is
someone who reads popular fiction less of a reader than someone who mulls over Nietzsche
and Karen Armstrong as if they
were frozen waffles?
This leads to Literary Overload. In an era where knowledge
is tlie most important asset to

what I did? I printed that list out
twice and swore I would read
every single novel, one through
100. I even kept a special blue
pen with which I marked off
every book successfully completed. "The Gnat Cateby"?
(lot it. 'The Satanic Verses"? No
prob "A Portrait of the Artist as
a Young Man"? Beat you to it,
slowpoke!
I should have made .1 Mood
oath beceuee my soft spot for
popular literature threatened to
destroy my plans for Mem)
domination. In a desperate
effort to achieve homeostasis
between my two desires, I made
a rule that for every two books
of popular fiction I read, I

would have to choose a book off
The List. That way, I figured, I
could have the best of both
worlds. Well, choosing a work
off The List soon became like
picking out a shot from a long
line of fat, hypodermic needles
It was only after transferring
from "Salem's Lot" and "Get
Shorty" to "Gone with the
Wind" that in a fit of frustration
I ripped up both copies of The
List and decided I would read
what I wanted, when I wanted.
My philosophy now is that I
will come to the classics when it
is the right time. I try in my
reading to balance the two but I
don't hold myself to any oaths,
rules, lists or opinions. I figure
that majoring in Knglish will
bring me into contact with most
of the writers and works that
are so revered by critics and that
1 should devote my spare reading time (and my book review M
to contemporary fiction. What
matters is not literary reputation
or importance but the reader's
perspective. The reader's literary palette should be unique
and personal If all you read are
Star Trek novels, so be it. If all
you read are 18th Century
British plays, fine with me
So with all the tortured gusto
of a character in an Edgar Allen
Poe story, I'm stepping up onto
my desk, beating at my chest
and screaming with maniacal
glee: I WONT LIT MY READING HABITS BE CONFINED!
I'LL READ WHAT I WANT,
WHEN I WANT, AND NO, I
WILL NOT BE FRUSTRATED
AND ASHAMED!
Thankfully, I will be long
gone before a list of the 100 Best
Novels of the 21st Century is
published.

Interested
in Writing
for Breeze
Style?
Call
Jen & KC
X83151

Fourth Annual World Cup
James Madison University
*

(.Mil

College Park-Ashby Crossing

We send our
thoughts and
prayers out to all
family and friends
of those involved
in this great
American tragedy
Peace be with you.

The JMU World Cup is here again!!! Soccer players from around
the world are joined together to compete for this year's title.
A total of 8 teams are represented by Asia, Africa, Europe,
South America, North America, Faculty/Staff, Eastern Mennonite
University and Bridgewater College.
The winning team's picture will be displayed in,
UREC for the entire school year.
If you are interested in participating, please come and sign up at
the CMISS office, Warren 245 or by e-mail no later than Friday,
September 14,2001
Remember, you must choose a team to represent
when you sign up

Should you have any queslions, please contact Felix Wang at:
540-568-6636 or email: wangch(a!jmu.edu
College I'ark-Ashby Crossing
1191 Devon Lane
432-1001
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"Forget about winning. It
doesn't matter at this point
in time."

L-QLvUS

TOM MARTIN

men's soccer coach
see story below

JMU suspends all athletics

National
Anthem Intercollegiate competition suspended until Monday
rings in
normalcy
BY TRAVIS CLINGENPEEL

sports editor

BY BILL PLASCHKE

Los Angeles Times
I won'I miss the games.
Suddenly. I don't care about the
BUM*- It will be a while before
any of us truly cares about the
games. Baseball is closed, Pac10 football is closed, maybe the
NFL will soon be closed, and
you know something? The only
thing 1 miss about the games M
that ritual that precedes them.
Lord, what 1 wouldn't give
right now to hear a national
anthem.
A nice, long national
anthem. Doesn't matter if
some of the lyrics are wrong,
or the key is off, or the musician is one of those longhaired saxophone players
who keep Laker fans standing
for five jittery minutes.
A national anthem, just one.
echoing through a stadium of
people feeling strong again,
accompanying a game that will
make us feel real again
You may not be sure why
you're reading this section. I'm
not exactly sure why I'm writing for it.
There's no news here. Set
against a horrible big picture
few of us ever thought we
would live to see. the names
here suddenly mean virtually
nothing. The numbers here
don't count.
After spending two hours
watching the news of the terrorist plane crashes in New York
and Arlington early Tuesday
morning, I unfolded this section,
tried to read it, and couldn't.
The names were odd, jumbled, lacked all perspective. A
baseball team so dear to me
yesterday was now a collection
of strangers. A home run record
was simply another statistic. A
star running back was just
some kid.
Reading about sports while
your country is under attack is
like reading a phone book. I
scanned parts of two stories,
folded the section back up, and
returned to the TV.
During times like these, this
is why the sports world is the
first to turn the lights out.
We don't want anyone confusing ball and bat with life and
death. We don't want our endless trivialities taking up space
better used for things tint m tu
ally matter
This is where you turn for
escape. But during times of
national tragedy, there can be
no escape. We can offer little
insight We can be of no help.
You know this, and so do I.
Yet we are both here today
anyway.
Perhaps this is because we
know that the sports world is
also the first to turn those lights
back on. a bright blaze under
which a weary community
gathers, a first stop in a long
journey back to normalcy.
It was Babe Ruth who
swung us out of World War I It
was Joe DiMaggio who helped
us endure World War II
And who can forget Super
Bowl XXV. smack in the mid
die of the Gulf War, 7X000
people showing up in Tampa,
Ma, to remind themselves
and the world that AffltriCi
was still beautiful
Remember
Whitney
Houston that night? Now
that was a national anthem.
Friday night football helps
high school communities heal.
That is perhaps why you are
here today, wondering when
such a healing will happen
again That is certainly why I
am here, believing that it will.
Just not yet. It's far too soon.
The damage to our nation hat
been far Ux> great The lights
here are still out.
But don't give up hop. Keep
checking with us When the
* i wintry is ready to resume living,
you will feel it here first. It will
sound like Whitney Houston I
train toheai Iter now.

No athletic teams will
participate in intercollegiate
competition through the
weekend in response to
Tuesday's terrorist attacks in
New
York
City
and
Washington, D.C., JMU officials announced Wednesday
afternoon.
"This is a sad time for
America and a time for
reflection," JMU Athletic
Director Jeff Bourne said in
the press release announcing
the postponements. "Out of
respect for those touched by
this tragedy and as part of
our national mourning, we
felt it was essential that the
weekend athletic events be
called off."
Seven teams were affected by the decision: men's
and women's soccer, volleyball, women's tennis, field
hockey, football and cross
country were scheduled to
compete between today and
Sunday.
Bourne met with JMU

President I.inwood Rose
Wednesday morning to discuss plans for the weekend.
After conferring with other
conferences, the administration made an institutional
decision to suspend the
weekend's activities.
Bourne met with football
coach Mickey Matthews on
Tuesday afternoon regarding the situation with
Saturday's
opponent,
Florida Atlantic University.
FAU had charted a plane to
fly
their
team
to
Harrisonburg on Friday, but
did not know if that would
be possible in light of
Tuesday's events.
FAU was forced to cancel
all classes on Tuesday due to
bomb threats.
When it was apparent
that one game would need
to be canceled. Bourne
decided that consistency
among all the teams was
necessary and met with all
head coaches Wednesday
morning to announce the
decision.

Perhaps more drastically effected by the cancelations is men's soccer. The
Dukes were scheduled to
host the JMU/Comfort Inn
Invitational this weekend
with three teams attending;
George Mason University,
Bowling Green University
and Temple University.

-66/ think a lot of us are
caught in the middle.
We all have mixed
feelings.
— Dave Lombardo
women's soccer coach

-*9
"We do need a time of
mourning," men's soccer
coach Tom Martin said. "I'll
support that decision."
Martin said he had been
in contact with the other
three schools involved and

that they voiced the willingness to carry on with the
Invitational.
"Forget about winning,"
Martin said. "It doesn't matter at this point in time."
Women's SOCCCY
was
scheduled to travel to Penn
State University for a
Thursday evening match
with the Nlttany I ions
Women's soccer coach Dave
Lombardo
sympathized
with the administration's
decision.
"There is a sense of loss
and sadness of what happened," Lombardo said.
At
the
same
time
Lombardo understood those
who wanted to carry on.
"The other thing is that
as President Bush said, try
ing not to let terrorism affect
life," he said. "1 think a lot of
us are caught in the middle
We all have mixed feelings."
Penn State is scheduled
to play at home on Sunday,
so the game may be made
up on either Monday or

Tuesday.
Rescheduling
offers a special challenge for
soccer.
According
to
Lombardo, the schedules
are set two years in advannce and games cannot be
played stacked, like a double-header in baseball.
M.ittm'■ team faces the
same problem in the two
games
lost
in
the
Invitational.
The five-team Madison
Invitational set to be hosted
by the volleyball team was
the other home athletic
event lost this weekend.
Vollevball
coach
Dis.i
< lamer was not available for
I eminent.
JMU is scheduled to
resume all competition on
Monday and at that time
will begin to look at how to
reschedule the suspended

event*.
Until that time, JMU's
athletic facilities will remain
silent.
"We felt, as an institution
that, we needed a moratorium," Martin said.

Pro sports world
comes to standstill
BY CHRIS DUFRESNE

Los Angeles Times
Everything was suspended Tuesday, from belief to the
hall games.
Sport has always had a
way of easing us through
national disasters and calamity, yet Tuesday was different.
Tuesday was bleak and dreary, and it seemed only appropriate that our ballparks be as
dark as our collective spirit.
The Dodgers were going to
begin a 19-game sprint to the
finish, still alive in the
National league divisional
and wild-card races. It said so
in the papers.
But none of it happened.
No balls, no strikes, no boos or
cheers.
There was no football prac
rice at UCLA or USC, no soccer,
no swimming of laps, no roaring engines at raceways, no
dust kicked up by thoroughbred horses Talk of
basketball
star
Michael
Jordan's
imminent
return to
the NBA
was sudd e n I y
p ashed to
the outer
reaches of

the weekend.
Presidents and college
commissioners met on conference calls and discussed
whether to play or suspend
this weekend's slate of football
games.
"I can't see putting people
on planes this weekend,"
Assistant
Pacific-10
Commissioner Jim Muldoon
said. Two Thursday night
football games involving
Atlantic Coast Conference
schools were also postponed.
A rundown by sport:

Baseball
Fifteen games were postponed, eight in the National
League and seven in the
American. It was the fourth
time major league baseball had
canceled an entire day's schedule, except for labor strife or
weather. In 1918, games after
Sept. 2 were canceled because

insjgnili

canoe.
The
sporting
world,
like
our airports, shut down as a
nation mourned the loss of
life in the almost surreal
attacks on the World Trade
Center, Pentagon and our
consciousness
Some security experts said
the cancellations were an
appropriate symbol of national mourning. Others said it
was a nustuce
"If we start canceling
sporting events, the terrorists have won," said Bob
Disney, chairman of a company in Alexandria, that
advises
businesses
on
improving security. "That's
exactly what they're trying
to do — intimidate us and
shut us down."
The games will go on later
— they always do — but they
did not go on Tuesday. Major
league baseball went into a
state of limbo. NFL offices
went dark as league bosses
pondered what to do about

on a daily basis and make
ongoing decisions accordingly," Selig said.
Playoff games in nine minor
leagues, including a California
League game between San Jose
and Bakersfield at Bakersfield,
were postponed indefinitely
Mike Moore, president of
the National Association of
Professional Baseball Leagues
said the games were postponed
"out of respect to the families
and friends of those people
who lost their lives or were
injured in today's tragic
events."

NFL
Joe Browne, a league
spokesman, said no decision on
weekend games would be
made until Wednesday
"We'll gather information
and speak to several parties
within the next 24 to 48 hours,"
he said.
Pete
Rozelle, the
late
NFL
commissioner, was heavily criticized
for not postp o n i n g
games the
weekend
after
President
Kennedy's
assassination
in
November
of 1963.
logo courtesy of ESPN.cvm

of World War I, a decision that
was made before the season
started. The others were Aug.
2, 1923, when President
Warren I larding died and June
6,1944, when games were canceled because of the D-Day
mv.ision Two days after the
death of President Roosevelt in
1945, all exhibition games were
cancelled.
"In the interest of security and out of a sense of deep
mourning for the national
tragedy that has occurred
today, all major league baseball games for today have
been
canceled,"
Commissioner Bud Setig
said in a statement.
No determination was
made on the rest of the
week's schedule, but baseball sources said they
would be surprised if any
games were played before
the weekend. "I will continue to monitor the situation

Tne

league s
offices in New York were not
damaged, but the NFL did not
go untouched by the tragic
events. The offices of the
Boomer Esiason Foundation,
located in the World Trade
Center,
were
destroyed.
Esiason, a former star quarterback with the Cincinnati
Bengals, said the foundation's
fiveempkiyees had not entered
the building and were safe.
Esiason began his foundation, located on the 101st floor
of 1 World Trade Center, to
support
treatment
and
research of cystic fibrosis, a
genetic disease afflicting his
10-year-old son. Esiason, now
a radio analyst, was in Denver
on Monday night for the game
between the Denver Broncos
and New York Giants.
I H luesdav's tr.igedy, Miami
Dolphin President liddie Jones
said, "Our thoughts and prayers
are with the victims of this terrible event."

ptattcoanaiafJMU PHtmxiRAPHY
Junk* Jessica Evers made nine kills in JMU's 3-2 win on Tuesday.

Olympic security to receive
more strenuous attention
BY ALAN AHKMI WISMS

Los Angeles Times
Security plans for the 2002
Winter Olympic < Samoa In Sail
Lake City, which open five
months
from
now, must be —
/ /
and will be —
* *

rtcoraidmd
in
the wake of ter-

a King hijacked and aimed at
Silt I ake during the Cames.
We .ire going through conhmi.il I'««TUM'S i\ ith all the federal agencies and all the military
organizations,
contemplating
every

We
are /V'"'
going
ft through f^l^r^
"*-"'*•••*"«,>'• |0,nitt said in a
COHtbUUll CX€fX'iseS ... "dtphont interI ,.
VltW from Salt
American soil, contemplating every lake CK> -if
this one were
government
and Olympic conceivable possibility. not on the list,
offtdail said.
-Mikel.eavitt!homs
""'itvvil1
now"
The Gamee
Utakfoncnm
Mitt Romney,
open Feb. 8, and
head ol the Salt
Utah Gov. Mike
55 "Lake
1 i-aviit pledged
Organizing
Tuesday that the
Olympk-s "will go tor-ward as t ommittee. was in Washington
planned." But now. ha Mid, Oft Tuesday, where he had been
planners must now seriously due to finish a two-day wtai
evaluate — in addition to innu- ot meeUngB aimed at lobbying
merable othtt aoenarioa
the
tee SECURITY, page lb
prospect of a commafdaJ airtmrorist
strikes
Tuesday
on
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Security at 2002 Olympic
games to be heightened

L.A. Kings lose
two scouts in
terrorist attack

SECURITY, from fage IS
Congress for a final $12.7 million needed for Olympic security. He said, "Airspace security
planning has been part of the
Olympic plans. But I'm sure
today's events will expand the
questions and the extent of
preparations."
Security has been a critical
component of Games preparation since the 1972 Olympics in
Munich, when 11 Israelis —
athletes and coaches — were
taken hostage in the Olympic
Village by Palestinian terrorists and then killed in a firefight at a German airport.
During ihe
1996 Atlanta
Games, a bomb exploded at
Centennial Olympic Park,
killing one woman and injur
ing 100 others; survivalist Eric
Rudolph, charged in the
attack, remains a fugitive.
Belgium's |acques Rogge,
the newly elected president of
the
International
Olympic
Committee, has frequently
called security "the number one
priority for all Games," and he
issued a statement expressing
"deepest sympathy" to the families of those killed or wounded
Tuesday. Rogge also sent letters
of condolence to President
Bush, to the U.S. Olympic
Committee and to SLOC.
As security experts concede,
however, the fact remains that

Bailey and Bavis among fatalites on
second plane that hit World Trade Center
Garnet
"Ace"
Bailey,
director of pro scouting for
the Lot Angeles King-- WU
identified by the Associated
I'ress .*-- one ol the passengers on a flight that crashed
into the World Trade Center
Tuesday morning.
Team spokesman Mike
Altieri said Mark Bavis, an
amateur scout for the Kings,
also was aboard United
Airlines Flight 175 — the
MCOnd plane to hit the skyscrapers in New York. The
Boeing 767 was scheduled to
fly from Boston to Los
Angeles, where the Kings
open
training
camp
Wednesday.
"We've received confirmation from both of their families
that they were on Flight 175,"
Altieri s.ml
Bailey, 53* who won two
Stanley Cups as a player,
was entering his 32nd season
as a player or scout in the
NML — his eighth as Kings
director of pro scouting. He
spent the previous 13 years
as
a
scout
with
the

Edmonton Oilers, who won
five Stanley Cups during
that time.
Bailey broke in with the
Boston Bruins in the 1968- '69
season, and spent five years
with the Bruins, winning
Stanley Cups in 1970 and '72.
He spent parts of two seasons
each with !>etroit and St. [.ouis
and three-plus seasons with
Washington.
Bailey,
who
lived
in
l.ynnheld, Mass., is sunived
by his wife, Katheriiu-, md
son, Tod d.
"First and foremost, we
are shocked by the tragedies
that have occurred and the
tremendous loss of life that
has taken place," Kings general manager Dave Taylor
said in a statement. "Our
entire organization is deeply
saddened and shaken by the
loss of these two individuals.
Our thoughts and prayers
and with their families."
Altieri said that Bavis scouted college teams.
- Associated Prtm, Lot Angvles
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Classes begin September 25&26
$7.50 discount with this ad
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will be forthcoming. Romney
said Tuesday afternoon: "Of
course the conduct of public
safety in this country can never
be the same. I look to the federal government to revisit public
safety plaas for the Games. We
will remain fully engaged in
that effort and make it our highest priority."
I eavitt
said
Tuesday's
attacks serve as a "sober
reminder that there arc evil people who do
unthinkable
things," adding in a reference to
the Games, "We're working
with the world's best, every federal agency and organizations
around the world. But those
efforts can only go to minimize,
not eliminate, risk."
SLOC, meantime, postponed
a ceremony long planned for
Wednesday in Battery Park in
Manhattan — near what had
been the World Trade Center
complex — at which the names
Of runners and other details of
the cross-country torch relay
preceding the Games wen? to
have been unveiled. Perhaps
next week, Romney said.
[earland prayers flood our
hearts but not fear," he said. "As
a testament lo the courage of the
human spirit, and as a world
symbol of peace, the Olympics
is needed even more today than
the day before."
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and hotels. Thousands of
closed-circuit TV cameras will
be installed around Athens.
In the United States, * ,.im. ■
security requires complicated
coordination among federal,
state and local law enforcement
agencies, as well as hundn iK < »i
millions of taxpayer dollars that
need to be cleared through any
number of political tangles.
In
|uly,
for
Instance,
Congress approved a $60-million appropriation, money the
U.S. Secret Service has said it
needs to complete its coordination of Olympic security in Salt
Lake. The funding had been
threatened when Sen. John
McCain (R-Ariz) proposed
diverting half of it to the military; McCain has been an outspoken critic of increasing federal spending on the fitmta
Utah's Republican senators.
Bob Bennett and Onto I latch,
blocked McCain's move.
Much of the 512.7 million
Romney is now seeking would
reimburse Utah law enforcement ageiu ies for paying overtime to cover the shifts ul ottiom Itftfflng ilie I t,ih Olympic
Public Safety Command during
the 2002 Games
Even before the attacks, he
said SLOC and Utah police
agencies had been given "every
confidence" the $12.7 million

Music for the very young since 1989!

Y0\)m f\r^fe ^tmmt ******
MUSIC

the Games present a terribly
attractive target for terrorist
action — in large measure
because of the obvious, the
guarantee of worldwide publicity — and Tuesday's attacks
hold import for the Olympics in
Salt Lake, for the Summer
Games in 2004 and beyond.
New York and Washington are
among eight U.S. cities vying
for the 2012 Games; Los
Angeles is also in the running
for 2012.
In recent months, security
issues have emerged as a major
concern in planning for the
2004 Games, scheduled for
Athens. Greece is home to
Europe's most elusive terrorist
cell, dubbed 17 November,
whose victims since 1975
include four Americans.
Testifying earlier this year
on Capitol Hill, CIA Director
George Tenet said that the
Greek government had to
consider the threat of terrorism at the 2004 Games a
"major vulnerability."
The Greek government
reportedly has allocated more
than $500 million for Olympic
security. Tentative plans call
for the deployment of thousands of security personnel,
including soldiers, at all
Olympic sites and related facilities, including airports, ports

433-1563
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Open to
JMU
students,
faculty,
and staff!

Harrisonburg

Unitarian Universalists
■'^.^^'
••-..

Service 10:30 a.m.

We nspet i the inhennl worth anddignit) <>/ every person andjustiet
equality and compassion In human relations
Phone: KA7-II07.1
Victors Welcomt'
htlp I
i 11, .i in Mum I in.ul hhuruC" rkj.iu-t
for pMMMf iumpils mrt'ting information conlaii Kulph GffOVfl groMTf'" jmu.rclti
Route .*3. 5 milt". »tsl at Ilium.: til Mi Kiiti-rpris*' Stlmolhnust

"Spirit Quest
A Journey lor Youth. Ages 4 Through 17 Begins September 9th"
Where Professionalism & SafetyAre Paramount.

SKYDIVE
VIRGINIA!
The Skydh'ing Sehoolof
Choice'm VA.MDADC

skydivevirginia.com

800-414-3483

International Photo
Contest!!
Contest Rules:
•Entries cannot be larger than
4"x6"
•Entries can be b&w or color on
photo paper
•Photo must have been taken in a
country other than the USA!
•No more than three entries per
person
•Entries must be received by the
CMISS office (Warren 245) by 4
p.m. on Thursday, September 20!

• Excellent Safety
Record

• 75* Yam
Instructional
Experience
•Skydivc Virginia
has (aught more
people than any other
center in VA or Ml)
there s a reason
for that

WORLD RECORD Holders on staff

Chinese Restaurant
4iee ^beliu&uf,

Share your overseas photos
for a chance to win!

$10.00 Minimum - limited Alea

Mon.- Thurs. 11 am -10 pm
Fit- Sun. till 11 pm
Store Hours May Vary
No MSG Upon Request
No Checks Accepted

C

Special
Combination Platters
Menu

\

$6.50

^

&
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Full Menu Available in Store

1031 Port Republic Rd
in Port Crossing
Shopping Center
next to Food Lion
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(540) 568-9899

11 i *
R<42

1-81
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iwtiOw*
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&.*

(540)438-1919
625 J Mt Clinton Pike
Near EMU
in Park View Plaza
Shopping Center
behind F&M Bank
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Winning entries will be on display
in Carrier Library during JMU's
annual International Week and the
week following (Sept. 22-0ct. 5)!

For complete details, visit the photo contest website at
www.jmu.edu/international/iweek2001/photocontest/
'
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Call x86127 for more info

Sponsored by

VISA

You are invited to a Special Screening of Serendipity
Date: Saturday, September 22, 2001
Time: 12:00 a.m.
Location: Grafton-Stovall Theater
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Student* may pick up panel the night of the show Call x86217 for more information
Admmion is free! Please arrive early! Seating i\ available on a first come, first-served basil with pan holders admitted first
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WOMEN'S RUGBY

Players represent JMU in
regional, international play
B* DAN Bow v w
\t,itt writer

strengths are her running — she
i Itimately, the beat part of
la \irv fast — and her locking.
.ill of this was to Iv able to pl.i\
with about 40 different women
Bui tney're both terrific .ill
and be able to |ust dfck," Black
around
said "The fact that we wen- all
TIx- 40 rnernbers of the U.S.
I hte learn were chosen from
able to work together so well at
such a high level allowed us to
regional seams from around the
develop
some experienced
nation who played in the
Inierierriton.il
Tournament
rugb) p'-'v'
Teammate
junior Janet
(TIT) l\U' sent five players
Sobel said, "When I found out
BuK k. Sl.irk\. sophomi »re \,u>mi
that
'H'
(Black)
made
the team
Sandier, junior Maia Pagfanawan
I was very excited She Is ven
and sophomore Kerrj I is* her, bo
valuable to our
the
Mid
team, and the
Adantii seam
£4
rookies realK
The regional
look up
to
team
prac*
her "
Hoed for .1
\\ underlich
week m June
commented on
and met m
Black's
Illinois to play
patience and
against other
passion,
as
r eg I 0 n .1 I
well as her verteams
from
satility on the
around
the
nation
- Beth Black JMU team
"Beth is one
S I .i r k \
senior werncrA ru|:h\ plajcr
of the most
■aid,
"The
accepting and
camps were
eas)
to get
really Intense
along with players I know/
We had three practices .1 da)
Wunderliih said "If I need her
and then played .it the end of
to fill any position on the field
those practices 11 v\.is .i lot more
she would She makes it fun
intense th.in the^.imes wi legu
for the other players by being
larl) pla)
"it her play, but also
Stark) siored two goals In
being intense about having .1
the ITT, while Hl.uk tailed one
good time."
go.il in the tournament

While rugbj al i\il a not
,is well publUi/««i as other
sports, the Dukes had several
players national!) recognized
ilns Bummei foi Iheir play
lunior winger |en Starky
and senior iuiib.uk and «.«>captain Beth Black were seled
«-,! to go t«» the U s Under-23
I lite Camp tor rugb) women
mis Bummei Although Stark)
was unable to attend the camp,
Black represented iMi
starting for the U S team In .1
game against Canada, which
the) lost l" 10
rhe level «>i play (.it the
camp) was three to four times
higher man I have ever ph
Hl.uk said "Although we lt*-t t*>
Canada, you can'l be too disappointed when you gel to play
t >T youi nation.
The camp, which was held In
New York earlier this summer,
invited onh 4i> rusjb) players
from around the nation hi < k
and Stark) wens two «>t kiree
players selected from Virginia bo
attend the camp.
"Both h.i-. been playing tor
tour yean and la clearly .1
national level player," JMU
coach Roshna Wunoerlich said
''She is .1 fat runnei and reads
the tieM \vr\
well
(en'S

('Itimately, the best part
of all of this was to be
able to plax with about

40 different women and
be able to just click
-59

-I

AsianA/aii^

Making money on
MJ's expected return
1 isten up 1 have two tick
ets to Mil hael Ionian's \o\ ;
return to basketball at the Ml I
Center against Ivenon and
the rest of the
I astern

1 onference

( hamps

v\ ho

wants 1,1 bu\ them? Am tak
ers? How much do von think I
CSJ1 sell them lor -$100, $W0,
$1,000 each? Oh yeah, and it
you think he's not coming
back, then wait about seven
days
and
turn
on
SporlsCVntcr " I guarantee it.
It's a lock, ford an will
awaken out of his three \ear
hibernation and return to the
NBA. Jordan has not been
shy in telling people that he
would like to come back to

the game that he dominated
unlike any other in sportfl
history. MJ works out daily
with his trainer and several

NBA stars

Michael I Inley,

luwan Howard and Penny
Hardaway to name a tew On
Monday afternoon, lord an
met
with
a
group
«>t
reporters, including CNN
51 s Mart) Burns, and all but
told them he will be playing
this
season
for
the
Washington Wizards. Jordan
told Burns that he has
matured" and that "winning isn't .ilwavs about
championships." He goes on

Professional Nail Care & Foot Spa
Center For Ladies & Gentlemen
In Town Center. Behind Valley Mall
801-8070
Next to Sprint

to Bey that there is nothing
wrong with helping young
guys find their way "
If you still don't think he's
coming back, then maybe you
haven't heard that the Wizards
am currently building a sepa
rate livker room in the \H I
Center for [ordan to prepare for
game*, away from the media.

I oiks you will see Jordan wear
ing the unfamili.ir blue and
white this season
So I recently dropped
$450 that I didn't have to
invest in a Washington
Wizards season ticket plan
My Visa got me two tickets
to
lo
Wizards
games.
I Lit kilv.
opening
night
against the Tocrs is included
in rm pat kage
Being a
businessman, I figure thai
M[ will return to basketball
and send the sports world
into a silly fren/y
I he
NBA's laughing stock, the
Washington Wizards, now
will hold the hottest ticket In
town.
The
city
"t
Washington will be turned
upside down with bandwagon Wizards fans looking to
purchase Wizards tickets
The drama of opening night
in the District will be unlike
any other I want to compare
Ibis game to No. 8's last

game at ( amden Yards I el s
look at the stats
Upon checking eBay, I
found that the minimum bid
for
tWO
tickets to Cal
Ripken's
last
game
in
Baltimore Is $1,500 II Kipken
ti. kcts are selling tor that
much, my profit could be
quite a show. Fellow Dukes,
this is slmpl) supply and
demand I amden Yards seats
nearly 50,000 tans compared

to

Mel's

20,000,

which

means thai there are two and
a halt times more tickets OUl
In the market for ( ftl'a last
game then Mi's return Plus,
let's be honest with ourSelves, Ml< hael loidan is a
basketball god Sure Ripken
is .HI Iron Man, but \1| is the
mightier ol the two bald
gu\ s (\,>te to sell Madonna
tickets Bl MCI were going for
1150 each two weeks ago!)
So I hat e made a balls)
investment
in
Michael
Jordan I low IIUKII do you
think I can get tor the two
H< kcts' When he announce*
his comeback, I will sell my
ultra-hot tickets to a filthy
rich businessman, resulting
in hundreds, maybe thousands ol dollars in profit.
Keep in mind I will still ha\ e
nine M| games to attend
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Back to School Specials
Full Set
Kill In
Manicure
•With Parafin Wax

Pedicure
$18
"with Whirlpool Spa
Eyebrow Wax
$8
French Manicure
$5
American Manicure...$5

$20
$13
Sio

Walk Ins Welcome

Hours: Mon-Wcd toam-Hpm
Thurs-Sat o,am-8pm

Br««7« j&rfpng

Gift Certificates available
We accept all local checks & all major credit cards

Hours

Why walk all the way across campus when you can simply stop by the
HHS building Rm. 2007 for your health concerns.

~*^M-F, 12-4 PM
°P by and see us or ca" 568-1645

st

•
New!!!
University Health Center Nursing Satellite
A cooperative venture between the Department of Nursing and the University Health Center.

rush

Aizin

Wvvw.jmu.edu/healthctr

info session tonight
Thursday, Sept. 13th
8pm Zane Showker Rm 105

business fraternity • were co-ed • mchalejk@jmu.edu
■■!

Good disposition, big brain,
You, my friend, look like SunTrust material.
Looking for a future filled with success? Good. Then we're looking for you. We have openings right now in our Commercial
Banking Associate training program. Interested? That's why you should check out SunTrust. You get the Top Ten bank with
the big, impressive numbers. But you also get a training style and management approach that lets you get
actively involved from day one. So if you're looking for a world class opportunity, visit our booth at the Career
Fair on September 25th. Submit your resume through the Career Center for pre-selection. On-campus
interviews take place October 12th. To find out more about these and other
opportunities, check out the Careers section on our Web site at www.suntrust.com.
We need smart people like you.

^^ — -^
SUNTRUST
www.suntrust.com

■•
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FOR RENT

1»3 Butch U Sabre Custom • 4
door. excellent condition, $3 900
.

Country Horn* - 10 minutes from
campus. BAB charm, great rates
Booh no* for football fames, fall
colors. Homecoming, and parent
visits
visit our website
mtramofileOanab com. Book now
tor a stay to remember.
Apnrtmpnt at Aahby Cio.llng
Available now Free September rant
and security deposit paldl $330.
furnished. Ethernet, cable, phone
line 7574266261

FOR SALE
Handmade Papar Journals.
QHtwraf), Frames end Morel Gift A
Thrift. 227 N. Mam
Vorhawacor. PorMop Camp* Van
runs great. $1,495. 434-3076
Derm Site Fridge - works well.
$50. o bo' Also tub and Amp S2O0 both Call Carrie. 4384302
Ciitin Rag* far tale - AH
colors, prices vary for different
suss $25 00 $75.00 Call
JoAnn. 433-3477
1»8 VW Cerblelet • red/black
top. great condition. $4,000 or
take over payments 4349478.
after 500 pm

-.1

■•'<■

\

DP Caerclse like - needs seat.
$10 Murry Olrlt Mountain
Climber Bike 20* 10 speed.
$45 Murry XTR -Mountain
Extreme" Bike ■ 18', 10 speed,
$45. Ladkta/Olri's RoarJmastsr 18 speed. 24". $45 Man's Huffy
Tundra . 18 speed, 24\ almost
new. $75 434-3035

HELP WANTED
Waitresses and Cook a
Apply at Joss' Lunch
available lo work
Sophomores and Juniors

Needed
Must be
lunches
preferred.

Hsrrlaonburg Buatncsa • is now
hiring part-time help in our shipping
and recervmg department We are
located downtown, walking
distance from JMU Hours are
generaMy from 11 3. MF Starling
pay is $8 00 per hour Please
apply in person at 122 S. Main
Street. Suite 208

I'urking Services
K now In i mi fur Student
KnfotTrmrnl I'lnir.m (all
Adam at 568-3553 or visit
www.jmu.rdu/purklng for
" inform at inn.

$500 hour - Nude models needed
for art classes No e«penence
necessary. Part-time work Call Jeff
Hoodock at 801 8121 Email
(oflhudokOaoi.com
First Church of the Brethren Day
Care Canter • needs assistant
director immediately Must be at
least 21 years old and have early
childhood eipenenco, pkjs at least
48 semester hours. Need
someone MF from 36 p.m Send
resume to First Church of the
Brethren Daycare. 315 S. Dogwood
Drive. Harrisonburg. VA 22801

Maintenance Help Wanted - $8 00
per hour, experience m properly
maintenance helpful (painting.
Srounds work, power tools, etc )
lenbie
hours,
833-6104.
k Imemamta>aol com

Academic
Analyst
free
consultation. Get your perfect
course schedule Save time.
money. Graduate early, extra
degrees See Bree/e Business
Directory 5404303697.

lam Money and Have FeaJeT "judging
High School Glils' Gymnastics
meets. Gymnastics knowledge
pieferrod. Will train In techniques
of judging. Call 5683884 for Info

Computer Repair • Free home
visits. Free diagnosis and
nstruct«n. 430-3269

Looking te Earn Mousy for your
OrearWatlon or Your***? Try Fund
U. a no cost fundraising program
that's easy and reliable Call 1
8664&FUND4J com

For more information and
;i"isun.-<' regarding the
investigation of financing
btnincvi oppmunities. contact

Sleeker - JMU Cafeterias •
SnappH, Nantucket. Jones. LeBteu
$8.00 per hour 540-2410781.

SERVICES

Tutors WenterJ - For all subject
areas and levels. JMU students
only Stop by the Counseling and
Student Development Center.
Varner House for an application.

lastefulTnasuns
by Ceorgi
Specializing in In-Hcme
Panics - Lotions Novelties - Bodywear Adull Toys - Sensual Aids

Cklldcare Nee dee) ■ light
housework, nice kids, flenbie
hours, vehicle required Call
4337127

FREE Hottest Gift
IrKHMlIni 10'.. nil 1;,,.I,v.
pu rebate*

Paittim. Nannie, Hou»*h««Bar.
Driver, and Cook - 25 30 hours
per -eek in Massanutten Mostly*
evenings and weekend*. Prefer Hvein eiperience >:eip professional
single parent with triplets. Salary
negotiable 4389292

Mommati 'aaol com
540-4 U-5146

NOTICE

ihc Better Busincs* Bureau. Inc
I SS0-S3J S»l

Sarffic Break Party! Indulge in free
travel, food, and parties with the
best OJs and celebrities in Cancun.
Jamaica. Maratlan. and the
Bahamas Go to SfudetfCiiy.com.
call 1 800 293 1443 or email
sakJsfPstudentcity com
•1 Spring Break Vacation* B< M
prices guaranteed! Cancun.
Jamaica. Bahamas. £ Fronde* Book
ear*y and racekej free meal plan Now
hmigcanpuB reps! 180023*7007
www endlesssummev fours, com
AAAA! Early Specials) Sp'Tng
Break Bahamas Party Cruise1 5
days $279' includes meals
parties. Awesome beaches
night life' Departs from Florida1 Get
group go free' 1 8006786386

SPRING BREAK
Spring Break 2O02 • Travel with
STS. America's *1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica. Mexico.
Bahamas, or Florida Promote
trips on-campus to earn cash and
free trips Infofmatlon/neservations
1-800648 4840 or mmawrmltom
Cancun and Jamaica from $389!
Air, hotel, free meals. Award
winning company! Group leaders
free* Florida vacations $129!

spnngbreahMve'com
1-8006786386

Wantedi Spring Breakers) Sun
Coast vacaiions wants to send
you on Spring Break to Cancun.
the Bahamas. Jamaica, or
Mazatlan lor free' To find out
how, call 1-8887774642 or e-mail
saresejHuncoastvacations com

PERSONALS
i - Famrry WISTMS to adopt
infant. We love parenting our
daughter and want to snare our
lives with another child Will pay
legai/medicai expenses Please
caBJack/Dianno at 1-8007736511

Get mad! www emadmoney.com
Valuable coupons! $1,00 off with
ttvsad
Skydlve! One day first tandem
jumps from 2 1/2 miles up' 22
jumper aircraft. JMU student
drscounts'wwv/.s*)/oVi«\orange.com
1877 0IVESHY

PAID M(.T. INTERNSHIPS
POIt SUMMER Mtt
NM miciMC»in^ jiJMI BjfU
yOWaBjjrjaH 1-jrn over $7 OUO dm
Mimmfr Potittom full t>>
llvink'tivinf \pply on-line *i>di)
- - - I ii it i< H 11 ia 111111 v i .mi

Sexual Assault
Survivors Support
(■roup forming now.
CAM Jill fur imirr Inform*!-*.,
-'.«.: H■'... I..|>|..<H< |...u ..1,.

Subscriptions to The
Breeze Are Available!
Call (or more information!
56fcV6127

Sell your items in The Breeze classifieds!
Just $15 to run your ad until it sells or for the entire semester (whichever comes first)!*
This offer is good September 10, 2001 through October 31. 2001 and only applies to advertising in the Tor Sale" section. Ads must be 20
words or less. Offer applies to individual items only. Retail stores and businesses do not qualify for this special offer.
All ads are subject to Breeze approval.

Don't miss out on this great deal!
568-6127

You always try to protect yourself...but are
you still at risk?
Free anonymous AIDS testing is available at the Health Center
on Mondays 1-3:00PM, Wednesdays 11-12:00 PM, 4-5:00 PM,
and Thursdays 3-4:00 PM.
Sponsored by the University Health Center

Parents!
Want to know what your kid is up to ?

Get a subscription to The Breeze
For more information call The Breeze
at (540) 568-6127
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Welcome Back
Pig Roast
at South Vfeco
has been postponed
until a later* bate.

Om kzaiti qo out to
all uino axz affEctzd Lru
tkz biaqzaUi that nauz
occunsa tnii uizzk.
tSincszsLu,
Jn&

Commons., <£outn Q/Ucu,

ana tStont <^atz ^taff
Hurry on in before it's too late to sign with the biggest and best in off-campus housing! Sign
a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get FREE
local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year!

The Commons
1068 N Lois Lane

432-0600
www.lbjlimited.com

Stone Gate
Office Hours
f Mon-Fri 8:30 301-5:30 pm

